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City receives grant
for treatment plant
Bowling Green Mayor
Alvin L. Perkins has announced that the Environmental Protection
Agengy (EPA) has awarded
the city a grant to help cover
costs of the proposed waster
water treatment plant.
The city will receive $19.6
million from EPA, or about
75 percent of the cost, according to Perkins. The city's
portion of the projected cost
will be $6.3 million.
Perkins said the city
should decide on a contractor's bid by mid-December,
with construction starting
the first part of January. The
plant is expected to be completed in two years.
The plant will replace the
current waste water treatment plant located on Poe
Road north of the University,
Perkins said, adding that
Poe Ditch, which has been
the source of a recurring
smell in the spring, will be
filled in.
Perkins said the city
should be happy with the
grant since the administration was expecting less than
what was actually awarded.
The plant will be located
on 40 acres of city-owned
land located on the
southwest corner of Dunbridge Avenue and Poe
Road.
Perkins said the city .which has had the plans
for the plant drawn up, was
waiting to see how much the
grant would be worth before
progressing with the project.

Fire lane laws
to be enforced
William R. Bess, director
of Campus Safety and
Security, is warning all
students that fire lane laws
will be strictly enforced.
Bess said the warning was
warranted after several recent close calls, which could
have resulted in injuries or
deaths.

NEWS-Non-traditional
students are the focus of Dr.
Ronald Marso, newly appointed vice provost of continuing education. Page 3.
The Thurstln Avenue
crosswalk has taken on a
new look, geared for safety.
Page 7.

elsewhere
CLEVELAND-Cleveland is
bracing for a political brawl
between Mayor Dennis J.
Kuclnich and Lt. Gov.
George V. Voinovich after a
tame majoral primary. Page
1
NEW YORK-Pope John
Paul II urged Americans to
break the "hopeless cycles of
poverty and ignorance" and
the "inhuman cycles of
war."

weather
VARIABLE
CLOUDINESS. High 62F
(WC).
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University seeks $450,000 salary savings
by Rick Rimelspsch
staff reporter

Trying to save $450,000 in salary
money, the University is instituting
a policy of not replacing faculty or
staff vacancies when they become
open.
University Provost Michael R.
Ferrari said a committee has been
set up to review each vacancy as a
result of the University's tightening
financial situation.
The nine-member committee,
comprised of faculty and staff
members, will be chaired by Elton
C. Ringer, associate vice president
of resource planning. They will
consider the requests of each
department and ask that
replacements be deferred until July 1, 1960, when a new fiscal year
will begin and the University will
receive increased state subsidies.
Ferrari said no cutbacks or
layoffs have been made, nor are
any planned.
"WE ARE FULLY staffed now,
and there's no really big consolida-

tion effort going on. We're just trying to save some money by deferring on filling vacancies," Ferrari
explained.
Ferrari added that five or six
managerial and professional staff
vacancies created last year have
been left unfilled. One example is
the position of associate vice president for academic information and
academic budgets, which was held
by Glenn I. Van Wormer.
Ferrari said he had no idea of
how many vacancies must be left
unfilled in order for the University
to save $450,000 and thereby
balance the budget. It will be up to
the college departments and the
committee to decide, he said.

"It would be premature to
discuss what considerations of
guidelines will be used since we
haven't agreed on them yet. All I
know is that Dr. Ferrari said
earlier that we should vigorously
review, monitor and evaluate each
position and keep only essential
responsibilities." Ringer explained.
Karl E Vogt, dean of the college
of business administration, said
this policy will probable not affect
faculty positions that become open
during the year.
"It may affect secretarial
resources, but it won't affect instructor positions because of our
needs in relation to our great
enrollment, Vogt said.

RINGER SAD) the committee
has met once and discussed rough
guidelines that will be applied in
deciding whether or not a vacancy
should be filled. Ringer refused to
say exactly what the criteria would
be, explaning that formal
guidelines will be sent to each
department after they are agreed
upon.

SINCE THERE is more turnover
in staff, secretarial and graduate
assistant positions, those will be the
major areas affected, Vogt feels.
While the University is trying to
save money by leaving vacancies
unfilled, this policy does not appear
to be a trend among other Ohio
universities.

Richard Dunn, vice president for
business affairs at Kent State
University, and Kent has used such
a policy in the past but is not applying it now.
"We are always looking for
vacancies that can be left unfilled,
but we used to have a total freeze
on filling vacancies, so it's not as
bad as it once was," Dunn said.

sometimes abolishing positions,
but we don't have a freeze on positions," Harrington said.
Ohio University did have a
freeze on replacing faculty
members back in the early 1970's
when enrollment was decreasing
quickly. Harrington said OU*s current financial situation is stable
and the budget appears sound.

KENT IS trying to meet its financial demands by rearranging the
budget, Dunn added.
"We're trying to increase our
popular programs and downsize
the others. This way we can keep
our overall faculty size fairly constant," Dunn explained.

Will Keebler, adminstrative
assistant to the vice president for
business and finance at Miami
University, said Miami does not
have to worry about whehter to fill
vacancies.

Charles Harrington, director of
information services and assistant
to the provost at Ohio University,
said there is no official policy of not
refilling vacancies at his university"WE DO ATTEMPT to adjust
faculty positions around to save
money by consolidating and

"WITH OUR steady enrollment,
we're in pretty fair financial
shape," Keebler said.
Although Miami has never has
such a policy, Keebler, said the
university might have to adopt it
someday.
"I'm not saying we won't have to
take such actions in the future. It's
just that we haven't had to bite the
bullet yet," he said.

Overcrowding eases; students reassigned
by Pat Hyland
editor

Attrition has run its course for
fall quarter at the University, easing the grip of the overcrowded oncampus housing situation.
According to Robert G. Rudd,
director of housing, the number of
dropouts and no-shows for the present academic quarter has opened
up sufficient housing space to
enable all students to find permanent homes in the dorms.

■

Rudd said the 12 men who were
temporarily being housed in the
Falcon Plaza Motel, 1450 E.
Wooster St., had been moved out as
of Saturday, Sept. 29. All of the 35
women being hosed in the University Union hotel have been given
their new housing assignments,
although several have yet to move.
Rudd said the changes went
smoothly .adding that a few spaces
are still availbable for new occupancy.
"AS FAR AS we're concerned,
everything is taken care of," Rudd
said. "Things have gone a lot
quicker than we had anticipated. I
had the Union booked for another
week, but we're just about out
now."
Most of the students returning
from their hotel rooms appeared
happy to be returning to dorm life,
although they quickly added that
they irill miss certain aspects of
their temporary quarter.
"I liked the motel. Wehadclean
sheets and fresh towels every morning," said sophomore Mark
Miller, now living in Conklin.
"Plus there were no RAs.
"But I am glad that we're moved
in because it's something permanent. We were never sure when we
were going to have to move out.
I'm just glad I wasn't stuck in one
of those six-man lounges."
SOPHOMORE DOUG Snell
agrees that the maid service will be
missed, but he said he's glad to get
settled in the dorms.
"I'm a lot happier here," Snell
said. "You're so Isolated over
there (in the hotel) and it was
hard to meet people. Plus it's nice
not to have to live out of a suitcase."
Living in the hotel was no big inconvenience, he added, and the
students were treated well by the
hotel management.
Now a resident of Bromfield,
Snell said things worked out well
because the University allowed the
students to pick what dorm they
wanted to move into, dpending on
what was available.
"WE HAD A fairly good sprinkling of choices across campus for
the students to move into," Rudd
said. "Most went into the halls they
were assigned to, and we were

The original reaction! of anger and hesitancy over living In ■ converted lounge have subsided for six women living In Ashley. (Left to
right) Jayna L. Bower, Sharron Sherrlll, Chris M. Slnnett, and Karen

pleased about that. The hall directors helped move the kids; clother,
and the rec center loaned us a van
to help transport the students who
didn't have cars."
The original plan of relocating
the on-campus students called for
hotel students to be reassigned
first. From this point on, any further vacancies will be filled by
students who were assigned to live
with RAs, and then students living
in converted lounges.
But not all students are anxiously
awaiting the esit from their temporary rooms. Some have gotten
used to living with three or five
roommates in the larger lounges,
and now they're not happy about
the prospects of relocating lateron.
A converted television lounge on
thirdfloor Ashley is being occupied
by wix women who are determined
to stay where they are. Although
they have had to overcome the lack
of privacy found in a two—person
room, they like the facilities and
each other and don't want to see
everything uprooted in the middle
of the quarter.
COMPARING LTVTNG condi-

tions is difficult for students who
used to live with only one roommate. There is much to weigh. The
advantages include more room,
paneled walls, a large wall clock
and a lot of friendly company
whenever you're looking for
somebody.
The disadvantages include a lack
of privacy, less lighting, a lack of
dresser drawers, mirrors, shelves
and towel racks, and the noticeable
absence of built in closet space.
"I really think it's good to be here
because you get to meet more people," said sophomore Jayna L.
Bower, one of the six students in 300
Ashlet. "At first it was hard
because people kept coming down
to our room and saying "This is the
lounge.' We were a freak show."
The converted lounge looks more
like a living room than the dorm
rooms because of their size, and the
women in Ashley feel they are
lucky that everybody is to compatible.
"IF THERE WAS a real personality conflict it would be very
hard living here, but there isn't, "

A. Russell are happy right where they are
relocated when dorm space opens up.

Chris M. Sinnett said.
"We really lucked out not to have
any major personality conflicts,"
agreed Karen A. Russell. "At first
I couldn't believe the room, but I
knew the first day that it would be
OK. We were really surprised that
we get along so well."
Four of the six girls living in the
lounge are transfer students, and
they dread the thought of being
relocated during fall quarter. They
said they are tired of the huge
amount of red tape they have had to
fight so far, and they are certain
that another change of address
would just add to that problem.
But the hassle of changing locations is not the only reason that
these six women want to stay put.
Despite some of * the inconveniences, the lounge is a happy
home for all six.
"WE WOULD like it (the lounge)
to be permanent," Bower said.
"They say we're inconveniencing
everyone else on the floor because
we took away the TV lounge, but I
don't think they're inconvenienced.
Plus we don't have a TV lounge

etaff photo by Tim Carrtg
and don't want to be

either. I just don't think it's fair if
they ask us to leave in the middle of
the quarter."
The women are hoping that the
University will relocate the other
lounges, where people are not happy about their living quarters,
before they separate them. Their
feelings are underscored by the
fact that there is little chance for
all six to be moved to another
room,
Mary Droder, third floor RA at
Ashley, said the other women on
the floor want the lounge residents
to stay for the year. She said that,
although there were numerous
hurdles during the first week of the
quarter, everything has worked out
well and should therefore be left
alone.
While the large bulk of rearranging has been completed, the plusses
and minuses of the housing situation are still being weighed. Said
Rudd, "Considering all of the inconveniences that people have had
to put up with, it's really going well.
We're OK for right now, but we've
still got a lot of planning ahead to
do."

BG's easiest classes: Here's your chance to vote
Although the student handbook
doesn't mention it, there are two
parts to scheduling at the University.
Scheduling Phase I is what you
do a couple of weeks before the
quarter starts. You tell the University all the classes you need.
Then the University tells you that
you can't have any of those.
That brings up Scheduling Phase

n.

If this process was warfare,
Scheduling Phase I would be a wellplanned tactical attack.
Scheduling Phase II is more like
a blitzkreig. It's every man for
himself, dog-eat-dog and so forth
I FOUND MYSELF in Scheduling Phase II earlier this week. I
figured it was too much for me, so I
asked for advice from my friend
Norman Pfiffeffer.
Norman is... (How can I put this
kindly?) an experienced BG student. I guess you'd say he's a professional student.
Since Norm has been an
undergraduate going on 11 years

focus
John Lammers
and since he's declared that many
majors, I guessed he would be a
good partner for Phase II.
The first thing Norm did was give
me the ground rules.
"Listen, kid," Norm said.
"Forget what you've been told. In
Phase n, you ain't looking for
quality. It's mathematics: In what
class can you do the minimum
work for the maximum grade?"
"Aren't we here for an education? I mean, doesn't 'higher
education' mean studying important things, things we don't know
about?" I asked naively.
"Hoo, boy. Kid, are you green,"
he said. "You've got to learn that
nobody takes those tough classes.
Stuff like 400-level philosophy and
math, they're just there for
credibility."
"You mean, like, something to

fall back on in case they get a
serious student, right?"
"THAT'S RIGHT. It's insurance.
They expect you to go for the easier
classes."
"Well, that makes me feel better," I said.
"In fact," Norm said, "the
department heads get together in
the bottom of Hanna Hall and think
of the silliest classes they can."
"They do?"
"Sure, and they give away prizes
for the dopiest classes of the
quarter. The person who thought up
the human sexuality class won a
blender, and the pop culture
department has won a whole
truckload of hot combs."
"WHAT WOULD happen if you
scheduled one of the tough classes
they don't offer?" I asked.
"You get your schedule back saying it's 'closed.' That's why there
are so many closed classes and so
much rescheduling. It's their way
of herding you into the soft
classes."
"O.K. If that's the case..."

"Kid, are you doubting me?"
"No, no. I didn't mean it that
way. I just was wondering how that
was going to help me with my
schedule."
"Well," Norm said. "I'm going to
help you find the perfect cake
class."
"Oh, like Home Ec 137, 'Baking
for Fun and Profit'. Hee, hee, nee.
Get it? Baking's a cake class. Baking? Cake?...Uh, anyway, what
were you saying?"
"HMM, I THINK we can
eliminate 'Humor in America'. But
we are going to find you a class so
easy, so simplistic, that you could
go to Burmuda for the quarter and
still pull a three point.
"I guess that's what I want."
"Sure it is. Now let me see this
list of classes."
"I'm really interested in history
and economics," I said.
"Yeah, well, I'm really interested in saving the world, but
you don't see me studying about
it."
"I don't see you studying
anything."

"Don't get smart kid," Norm
said. "When it comes to scheduling, we're not interested in what
you're interested in; we're talking
grades."
"Just what choices do I have?"
"LET ME SEE. There's
'Introduction to Geology,'
'Personal Health,' 'Introduction to
Mass Communication,' and 'Radio
and Television Broadcasting'".
"Gees," I said. "Two of those
classes I don't care about and in
two of them I could probably ace
the final before I took the class."
"Good then those are the classes
for you."
"The thing I seem to getting out
of this is that after you've been
around enough, it's easy to find
cake classes."
"That's right. Experience is the
key."
"Then what do the rest of us that
are only here for four years do?"
"YOU WORK TOGETHER. Find
cake classes other students took.
Hey, you've got some pull on the
editorial page. Why don't you ask

other students what their easiest
classes have been and publish the
list. That way everybody would see
the list and know what cake classes
to take."
"You know you're right. If a lot of
students send in their choices, then
you could probably plan your
schedule for four years just from
the list"
"Exactly. See what you learn if
you stay in school for 11 years."
John Lammers is editorial editor
of the News.

Rate-A-Cake
We're looking for the three
easiest classes you've ever
taken at Bowling Green.
Please write the classes on
the lines below.

Send your choices to RateA-Cake, The BG News,
108 University Hall.

opinion
Removing the stink
from Bowling Green

VMMT PlflURB
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In Bowling Green, when it rains, it smells.
But thanks to the Environmental Protection Agency, that may
not be the case in the near future. The EPA has approved a $19
million grant which will fund more than 75 percent of a $27 million
sewage treatment plant for the city.
Beginning with stage 1 of construction in 1980, the phrase
"Bowling Green stinks" can only be made with certain qualifications.
The first phase of the two-part project will see a overflow basin
constructed at Mercer and Poe Roads. Currently, a heavy rainfall
causes the drains to overflow and dump raw sewage into Poe
Ditch. With the construction of the basin, the sewage can now be
removed and transported to the present plant on East Poe Road,
which has a 5 million gallon capacity.
The second phase calls for the construction of a new water treatment plant, also to be located at Poe and Mercer Roads, which
will be able to process 8 million gallons a day.
The notice from the EPAcame Tuesday and ended a eight-year
struggle by Mayor Alvin Perkins to obtain the grant. Perkins,
who began the work when running for city council, had made
repeated trips to Washington and Chicago to acquire EPA approval.
We applaud his efforts. We all have some ideas on how unpleasant it is to go up against any form of bureaucracy, let alone one
as large as the EPA.
It might be compared to taking a walk along Poe Ditch on a
rainy day.
And, then again, it might not.

H.

letters
Hammer provides a service
As I have been preparing a paper
of ideas on the art and vision (deja
voodoo) of our local Bryon-inresidence, our Adam Hammer, I
thought I would bring to the surface
some important remarks which
might illuminate those poor souls
who were so rudely embarrassed
with his most recent 'scabbing' of
the nunnery.
One of the first "voodoo's" to
consider when graveling in the
morass of Hammer's work is his
subject material: He chooses the
poor, the pitied, the unwanted, par-

rying the poor, etc., with the great
figures of history.
Actually, our Mr. Hammer provides a great service. At heart, he
is a bloody Spartan, swinging his
lovely sword at any subject which
doesn't deserve to exist. Why, our
Mr. Hammer would even take on
champagne and crab salad if he
thought, even for a moment, it
wasn't worthy of our attention. So
he does provide a very special service.
So surely you will see it will do
'no good' to get your brain-pan rais-
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... and his critics provide a pain

ed off the back of your neck when
you see Mr. Hammer at work. Be
pleased, rather, that he is here,
amidst us. He can do so much for
our vanities, our petty meandering
minds, our idealistic hopes for a
better Ohio.
Children of Bowling Green: We
need our Mr. Hammer, for without
him, we might fall into such
depravity that even he, our good
Adam, could do nothing to save us.
D. Clinton
Creative Writing

Risking the accusation of beating
a dead horse, I want to respond to
Adam Hammer's nun article and to
his critics. The critics have embarrassed me as much or more than
Hammer's bad joke had. In the interest of defending decency, some
(I assume) otherwise decent people resorted to hypocrisy and
overstatement of the obvious.
Readers everywhere did not need
to read the reviews to be convinced
Hammer's article was distasteful,
and they are not revenged by petty
name-calling such as appeared on

Tuesday's editorial page. If I was
insulted by Hammer, I was also insulted by the response chastising
Hammer with hysterical zeal that
contained the statement, "Such
losers are to be pitied rather than
chastised."
Looking at the issue from a lessreactionary point of view, one can
see that Hammer does not primarily intend to be offensive (which he
does with great flair both in pnd out
of print); he intends to be
remembered. As I recall from
Psych 101, if a person makes a bad

impression publicy and then improves, we are most likely to
respect that person in the long run.
(And supposing his technique does
not improve - who would be disappointed?)
Hammer has your attention. He
is exposing hidden rudeness. He
has accomplished his purpose.
Adam Hammer, you are to be commended - you can only go up from
here.
Marilyn Basel
7A Hanna Hall

On the other hand, Hammer's prose is 'offensive'
The "prose piece" by Adam
Hammer in the BG News of
September 27,1979, is an offensive
piece of work. It reflects a lack of
sensitivity to other human beings
which is beyond comprehension.
Even if the author, in the
"American Culture" program does
not see the basic lack of humanity
and insensitivity in his illconceived attempt at humor, the
Editor of the BG News certainly
should have. Would you publish a
barbarous piece entitled,
How does it feel to be a Black? or
How does it feel to have just had an
abortion?
The BG News was as irresponsible in printing the September 27
piece, as it would be should it print
the more politically explosive,
hypothetical pieces I just mentioned. The hypothetical ones would be
no more ethically or aesthetically

offensive than the one that was
printed. But the targets would be
less defenseless.
I recognize the author's right to
freedom of expression, but feel a
mixture of contempt and pity for
one who ridicules people simply

because he does not understand
their life choice. I feel indignation
at the irresponsibility of a University newspaper for giving approbation to such a style-whatever is not
understood is to be insulted, scorned, and vilified.

The Editor of the BG News
should apologize to the university
community-or resign.
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Plans expanded program

briefs.

Marso vice provost of continuing education

Tickets for Brown's game
Deadline is Oct. 12 to sign up for the Student Recreation Center's
trip to the Cleveland Browns-Washington Redskins game Sunday,
Oct. 14. Tickets are $15, which includes transportation and
refreshments. The bus will leave the University at 10 a.m.
Fifty tickets are available and may be obtained in the rec center
office from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. For information call the rec center at 372-2711.

by Diane Rado

While the image of the traditional
college student still prevails in
many minds, the non-traditional
student-the adult learner, the
father, the mother or the
businessman-number almost 17
million in the nation's schools, according to Edieann BiesbockDidham, director of Continued
Education of the University.
To aid these non-traditional
learners, Ronald Marso was
recently appointed vice provost of
Continuing Education at the
University, and head of regional
and summer programs.
"My role is really as a liason between the community and the
University," Marso said. The professor's community will encompass a 25-county area in the northwest corner of Ohio that is traditionally affected by the University's programs.
Marso, who had previously
directed only off-campus and summer programs, will now preside
over a consolidation of several
areas of continued education.

Placement announcements
University Placement Service will sponsor a "How to Dress for
Success" style show at 6:30 p.m. today in the Grand Ballroom,
Union. The show will feature fashions from the Pfisterer's-Gladieux
and Uhlmans stores.
The Service also has announced it will hold evening placement
meetings for seniors unable to attend daytime meetings. The sessions will be at 6:30 on Mondays and Thursdays in the second floor
lounge of the Student Services Building.

Theatre season tickets available
Tickets now are available for the 1979-60 University Theater
season in the Main Auditorium. The season will open Oct. 24 with
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest." Also to be presented this year
are the musical, "Pajama Game;" Thornton Wilder's "The Skin of
Our Teeth;" Ibsen's "Hedda Gabler; "a production of a new original
script by playwright-in-residence John Scott; and a Shakespearean
PlaySeason tickets are $12 each and offer a substantial savings over
the individual ticket prices. For information about season tickets or
making reservations for future shows, contact the University
Theater in 338 South Hall, 372-2222.

MARSO WILL help coordinate

credit and non-credit classes for
part-time students in the evening
program—those attending the
University after 5:30 p.m.
In conjunction with the college's
Conference program, the professor
will help plan and schedule oneday, non-credit seminars dealing
with professional, educational and
personal development.
Marso will continue his work
coordinating the University's offcampus program, which presently
provides credit courses at 17 sites
in northwest Ohio, including other
colleges and high schools. Marso
anticipates working 'more closely
with institutions that provide co-op
programs with the University.
THE PROFESSOR also will be
working in conjunction with the
University's television station,
WBGU-TV, to bring education to
adults in the Channel 57 viewing
area.
"This quarter there are two TV
credit programs, but we see it as a
growing area," Marso said.
According to Pat Fitzgerald,
director of Learning Services at the
University station, a meeting has
been tentatively planned for next
Monday to discuss the possibility of
increasing the number of credit
programs offered.

"DR. MARSO will be coorStudents who attended the sumdinating the academic end," Fit- mer transition program said they
zgerald said, "but the format for liked the small classes and the
the programs will probably stay abundance of tutorial assistance.
the same."
They also gained familiarity with
the campus through the program.
At present, the two programs ofDespite the overflow of freshmen
fered are aired once a week and this year, Marso expressed no aprepeated on Saturday for 10 weeks prehension of an overcrowding in
and two credit hours, Fitzgerald next year's transition program.
explained. Usually, programs are
"The enrollment projections
accompanied by classes or state that fewer seniors will
seminars, he added.
graduate from high school this
year," Marso said.
Candy Stevenson, assistant
director of Learning Services at
ALTHOUGH NOT seeking to exChannel 57, said that a telecourse pand the 25-county area encomconference was held Monday and passed by the University prothe "program planning is now get- grams, Marso said he will attempt
ting off the ground." She said she to better identify community needs
anticipates an increase in the in the present area.
number of credit programs offered
The professor said he wants to inin the future.
crease the number of counseling
More than 70 different programs centers available to community
were offered last summer for members. Career and vocational
students, including the successful counseling available at present is
summer transition quarter. Marso at the Center for Continued Learnsaid he will continue his efforts in ing, 194 S. Main St in Bowling
this area.
Green.
Marso's plans include forming
"THE SUCCESS of the first tran- advisory groups consisting of
sition program was better than I university and community
had anticipated," he said.
members, conducting surveys and
"Judging from the reaction, I ex- talking to community members to
pect an increase of participants in better identify their educational
the program next year."
wants and needs.

SGA discusses student rep on Board of Trustees
by Jefl Diver
stall reporter

The Student Government
Association (SGA) could have a
voting representative to the
University Board of Trustees if a
bill currenty in the Ohio
Legislature is approved.
The issue was brought up at the
SGA meeting last night and a
lengthly discussion on the bill's affects insued. The Ohio Student
Association (OSA)is presently considering the bill and will decide
whether or not to support it based
on the viewpoints of the student
governments in Ohio, according to

Tom Washbush, student representative to the trustees.
Washbush expressed negative
viewpoints on the issue because it
might hurt the relations between
SGA and the board of trustees.
"Our position is different from
other schools," he said, referring to
SGAs already having him as a nonvoting voice to the
WASHBUSH SAID that trustee
votes are rarely split so a voting
representative would really have
only detrimental affects to the relations with the trustees.
Because several senators expressed viewpoints for the bill, SGA
President Michael D. Zinicola said

a vote on the matter would wait until next week so the SGA senators
could confront their constituents
for their opinions.
One senator suggested action be
taken on a bill that would allow student representatives on board of
trustee subcommittees.
Mark Henderson, off-campus
senator and coordinator of the
escort service, announced the
reinstatement of the service tentatively set for Oct. 15, pending
SGAs ability to solve one problemfinding volunteers to man the service.
HENDERSON SAID that starting Oct. 8 applications will be ac-
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cepted for the escorts but the applicant will have to go through a
screening and interviewing process
before beginning.
Henderson said the service
would operate from Sunday to Friday from 7 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. He
emphasized, though, that particulars about the service are tentative.
Students would be able to be
escorted virtually anywhere oncampus or off-campus, except to or
from
drinking
establishments,Henderson said.
But several senators said the service should be open to students
coming and going from the

establishments. So Zinicola foiled a committee to set guidelines for
use of the service. The committee
will report back at next week's
meeting which is tentatively set for
next Wednesday at 9 p.m.
HENDERSON SAID he would
like to get the escort's picture identification to verify legitimacy.
In other matters, SGA approved
chairmen to five SGA committees.
Laura Cooper was approved for
chairman of the Spirit and Traditions Committee. Jeff Horton was
named chairman of the Publicity
Committee, Stu Lisk as chairman
of the Student Welfare Board, Tod

Milner as chairman of the University Relations Advisory Boards and
Sherry Creed as chairman of the
Elections and Opinions Board.
Senator Will Stroup presented a
proposal to SGA which would have
night guards and hall directors
take routine trips around the outside of the residence hall instead of
just inside the building. The group
said this measure is an attempt to
curb the high amount of vandalism
surrounding the dormitories.
He said he has discussed the proposal with his hall director, Jim
Stone and received favorable reactions. Stone will present the issue
to his hall council, Stroup said.
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The JOKE's on you if you don't advertise in The News!
•The Family Restaurant*

ANNOUNCES
FILMS: "STREISAND ON FILM FESTIVAL"
Thursday at 8:00 p.m. on October 4 in 210 Math-Science Bldg. Barbra
Streisand and Ryan O'Neal in "WHATS UP DOC?" free with I.D.
HEAVEN CAN WAIT starring Warren Beatty; Oct. 5 & 6 at 7:30 and 10:00
p.m. $1.00 with I.D.
Want to take a class where there are no mid-terms, finals or research papers?
Then sign up now for one of the following UAO MINI-COURSES in the UAO office, third floor of the Union for classes until October 12.

For the fashion minded lady who
chooses the comfort of coiion with
the cue of nylon These pullovers
are styled in ribbed veluur with
knit accents around the waistline
and wrists for close to the body
European fit. Two necklines, crew
or shawl, in four vivid colors. 85%
cotton and 15% nylon for machine
washing at an affordable price.

Friday Night
4 P.M. TO CLOSE

All-You-Can-Eat

$ 89

Hel.i I Value
MO.**

FISH.. 2
lotmaotmiiumm.

Bellydanclng (Monday, 7-8 p.m., $20), hip, upper torso and head movements, and includes lessons
Cardlo Pulmonary Resuscitation (Oct. 15,17, 22, 24, 7-9 p.m.. Free), a life-saving course of first aid
dealing with heart failure. Will be In Memorial Hall.

$13§g

Please send me
The Mi.l vSh.r
6S Wen )6<h Street
NY , N.V I OOll
Niim/ID.

"Gef out of your kitchen and into ours!"
Tues.-Sun.

Basic Auto Repair (Mondays, 6-7 p.m., SIS) cost-saving tips for every driver.

Disco (Sunday, 6-7 p.m., 7-8 p.m., Tuesday 8-10 p.m., S1S), Three basic courses are offered by
Touch Dance Inc. to teach the newest trends in touch, line and disco dancing. Need a partner.

Money Be kit Guarantee

includes salad bar, roll & butter

NEWHOURSI

Acrobatics (Tuesdays, 6:30-7:30 p.m., $10). covers all areas of basic tumbling and acrobatics.

pullovers at SI 3.50 plus SI.SO postage and handling
JimaJI. Ji/J*
Style. D shawl Dbvnon
J medium M/M
Color QruM DburgwidV
J large 40/42
Dairy Dome!
Endowd

Addnm

7:00 AM.-7.30 P.M

City

State

Zip ,

00WXI0WM MW1IKC UI1N

Football (Wednesday, 7-8 p.m., $5), different flicks of the wrists, shots and defensive strategies to
win.
Frlebee (Tuesday, 9-10 p.m., $5), all levels of skill material covers games, throws and catches. Will
be In the Activity Room of the Rec Center Activity Center.
Guitar (Monday, 7-8 p.m., $15), Techniques include finger picking, strumming and hammer method.
You must bring your own guitar.
Latin Hustle a Funk (Monday, 7-8 p.m., $10), Learn how to free style dance by learning the Latin
Hustle & Funk. The latest dances brought over from New York.
Macrame (Wednesday, 7-8 p.m., $8), Learn the basic knots of macrame to make wall hangings,
plant holders, etc. See Union showcases for examples of finished products.

*m S.G.A. LOGO CONTEST
J^yj

Beginning Oct. 2nd - 23rd
1 st Prize • $25
2nd Prize-$10
3rd Prize ■ $5
• Pick up detoils at either
405 Student Services or
UAO Office, 3rd floor, Union

Mixology (Tuesday, 6:30-8 p.m., $20), methods and Ingredients used to make almost every drink imaginable.
Photography (Monday, 9-10 p.m., $15), An intro to the how's, why's, and what for's of photography.
Access to a 35 mm camera is desirable but not necessary.
Piano (Monday, 8-9 p.m., $10), Simple songs, chords, notes, and scales are taught.
Tap Dancing (Mondays, 6-7 p.m.. $10), basic elements of tap will be taught.

COFFEEHOUSE: Highly acclaimed rock and gospel singer Josh White Jr.
comes to campus Monday Oct. 8 at 8:00 p.m. "live" in the Student Service Forum.
LAS VEGAS TRIP SIGN UP starts Oct. 8. $50.00 down payment due with
signing for trip. Trip lasts from Dec. 14-18 for $299.00. Final sign-up Nov. 14.
Final payment due Nov. 19.
NEWS * VIEWS LECTURE: Sign up in UAO office Monday Oct. 8 Wednesday Oct. 10 for breakfast in the Pheasant Room at 9:00 p.m. on Friday
Oct. 12. With LILLIAN GISH.
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Professor testifies against capital punishment
by Kim Wert

Determination, along with a
strong interest, motivated Charles
W. Thomas, University sociology
professor, to testify before the Ohio
Judiciary Committee in Columbus
last week in opposition to reinstatement of the death penalty.
"Capital punishment is not
necessary if we are to attain the
goal of just punishment," Thomas
told the committee Sept. 26.
He suggested that a sentence of
life imprisonment without the

possibility of parole would be a
more effective alternative in dealing with crime. Thomas said there
is no evidence that capital punishment lessens the rate of homicide.
He noted that there are three
components of punishment: swiftness, certainty of being caught and
severity, or harshness of the
punishment.

done research in the legal and
behavioral aspect of capital punishment. He has conducted studies in
Florida and Virginia with funds
provided by the Federal Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. His goal in surveying 4,500
households was to determine to
what extent and for what offenses
adult citizens favored capital
punishment.

"I DON'T FEEL life imprisonment is any less a deterrent to
BECAUSE OF HIS expertise in
crime than capital punishment," the area, Thomas decided to testify
Thomas said.
against the death penalty. When
As a criminologist, Thomas has the House and Senate hold public

hearings, such as with the death
bill, "anyone with an interest in the
particular legislation has the right
to testify," Thomas said.
He Is urging the rejection of a bill
that was passed by the Ohio House
last spring replacing Ohio's death
statute, which was found unconstitutional by the U.S. Supreme
Court in July 1978.
The new bill, sponsored by Rep.
Terry Tranter of Cincinnati allows
the court to consider mitigating circumstances, such as the defendant's age, amount of participation
in the crime, prior criminal record

and mental condition, that may
have led to the murder.
UNDER TRANTER'S bill, the
death penalty would be applicable
to persons who commit murder
while performing a felony such as
rape, arson or robbery, and for the
murder of a safety officer, high
public official or a candidate for office. Without the bill, life imprisonment is the maximum sentence.
With the present bill the judge
decides the defendant's punishment. The new bill would allow the
jury to recommend the sentence,

Tranter said. If the Jury decides
that the mitigating factors
outweigh the other aggregating circumstances a decision could be
made against death and the judge
would not be able to invoke the
death penalty.
The jury's recommendation of
death is not binding to the judge,
however. "Basically, the jury has
more power than just as an advisory with the new bill," Tranter
said.
IF THE COMMITTEE approves
the bill it will be sent to the Senate
this fall.

Controversy surrounds question of microwave oven safety hazards
by Julie Stephens

Microwave ovens are in use
across campus by students, faculty
and administration even though
there is much controversy over the
possible hazards of microwave
ovens.
According to U.S. News and
World Report, some scientists and
environmentalists say that
microwaves are a possible cause of
cataracts, deafness, blood
disorders and even cancer, and attribute a high number of these
disorders to heavy microwave exposure.

r

Yet, some military and industrial
scientists say there is no scientific
evidence showing that microwaves
harm humans. They add that there
have been no deaths directly attributed to microwaves.
Dan Chatfield, from the Ohio
Department of Health and Accident
Prevention, says that there have
been no studies done on the safety
of microwave ovens in the last
year. This is due to the extremely
low incidence of reported hazards.
THE LACK of serious microwaverelated injuries can be traced to a
federal law requiring all
microwave ovens to have a safety
interlock on the door, according to
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the seriousness of the Injury, the
health department said.
According to Lampel, there are
only two court cases in Ohio dealing with microwave injuries. One,
she said, concerned a man who was
electrocuted while trying to repair
his oven.
There have been no serious
microwave-related injuries
reported on campus this year, ac-

m
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Portraits, Glamor, Portfolios
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cording to Helen Malone of the Environmental Health Services at the
University.
Many students are not aware that
there are 33 microwaves located in
various locations around campus,
including the ice arena, the administration building and the rec
center-not to mention almost
every dorm and many academic
buildings.
McDonald-West desk secretary

Edna Miller said she uses the
microwave to heat up sandwiches,
soup and coffee. She said she sees
many students use the microwaves
for the same things-mostly when
they have to get a quick meal.
The University's Environmental
Health Service checks for radiation
leakage of microwaves twice each
year, according to Malone, and if
the microwaves are damaged in
any way, the ovens are replaced.

Community input on energy policy
to be sought through local workshops
Citizens of Northwest Ohio no
longer need remain in the dark on
energy issues.
A program designed to inform
people about local energy policies
has been introduced by six
members at the University.
The project is being funded by a
federal grant of $80,549 from the
Continuing Education Division of
the United States Department of
Education, program coordinator
Justine Magsig said.
About $34,000 is being funded by
the University for staff salaries,
literature packets and a video tape
produced by WBGU-TV for the project, she said.
Delmer M. Hilyard, co-director
of the project said the energy situation is a very important problem of
our nation adding that he hopes to

Give Your
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>

167 Napoleon Road
Bowling Green

COUPON
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Lori Lampel of the Wood County
Health Department. She said this
means that when an oven door is
opened while in use, the oven will
shut off immediately. If the oven
fails to shut off within a few
seconds, she said, it should be serviced as soon as possible.
The Wood County Health Department said that injury caused by
microwave radiation Is not caused
by radioactivity, but by the production of heat in the body. Therefore,
areas such as the eyes and internal
and reproductive organs are the
most affected.
The strength of the radiation and
the time of exposure determines

make more individuals aware of
the energy problem in order to
reduce confusion at the local level.
ACCORDING TO project
associate Roger C. Anderson, the
purpose of the project is to
establish area workshops in order
to get citizens involved in discussing the problems of the energy
situation and to allow citizens to
make suggestions concerning
energy policy.
With the use of workshops, the
project should discover what affect
certain energy policies - such as
mass transportation - would have
upon the life styles of communities,
Anderson said.
By focusing upon the local initiative, the study could learn more
about the opinions of a wider cross

section of people, which is
something that is not always
achieved by studies of the nation in
general, he added.
"WE HOPE TO give citizens a
chance to get more involved in
deciding what type of energy
policies they want local governments to enact," Anderson said.
In addition, Anderson said
representatives from local utility
companies, unions and consumer
groups would be available to
answer questions.
The project began in November
1978, and the first workshops were
held last May.
THE GRANT for the project was
renewed last June and will extend
until Sept. 30,1980, Anderson said.

"YOU'LL FIND IT AT FINDERS"
YOUR MOST COMPLETE RECORD STORE
WITH THE
BEST SELECTION
&
GREAT PRICES
1432 E. WOOSTER

128 N. MAIN ST.

across from Horshmen

DOWNTOWN

"Buy It Once. Enjoy It A Lifetime. Recorded Music Is Your Best Entertainment Valuer

Bowling Green

Mayor Perkins
Urges You To

DOB DYLAN
LP

M. JACKSON
LP

($8.98 LIST)
NOW ONLY...

($8.98 LIST)
NOW ONLY...

$5."

$5.99

5ANTANA
LP

CHEAPTWCK
LP

...PLUS MANY
MORE!

...PLUS MANY
MORE

($8.98 LIST)
NOW ONLY...
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NOW ONLY

REGISTER & VOTE $5.
October 6- Deadline
Qualifications
1. 18 years old on or before November 6, 1979
2. U.S. Citizen
3. REGISTERED TO VOTE BY OCT. 6, 1979
Change of Address
1. If you have moved since you last voted, you
must notify the Board of Elections of the
change.
2. If you have moved (within the same precinct)
you may change your address when you go to
the polls.

r

Where & When To Register
1. Wood County Board of Elections
Wed.-Oct. 3 - 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Thurs.-Oct.4 - 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Fri.-Oct. 5 - 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Sat.-Oct. 6 ■ 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
2. STUDENT SERVICES BLDG. - ROOM 305
8:30-Noon, 1 p.m.-5 p.m.-M to F
3. Campus Democrats Registration Booth
Wed.-Oct. 3 ■ 8 to 5 - Union Oval
Thurs.- Oct. 4 • 8 to 5 • Williams Hall (Front)
Fri. • Oct. 5 - 8 to 1 • Math Sci.-1st Floor
1 to 5 Union Oval

4. Call 352-7987
Paid for by Citizens for Parkins; 330 Brtgftam Lane, B.G.O.
Bruce Battard-Sua Crawford-Oom Wilcox; Co-Chalra.

$5.99

...PLUS MANY
MORE!

...PLUS MANY
MORE!

...ALONG WITH THOUSANDS MORE TO CHOOSE FROM
THE BEST SELECTION AT THE BEST PRICES IN TOWN I
ALBUMS • 8- TRACKS• 45*S •BLANK TAPES• STEREO NEEDLES
GIFT CERTIFICATES • CASSETTES •RECORD CARE PRODUCTS
-introducing ourCUSTOM T-SHIRTS & JERSEYS
YOUR MUSIC

LIBRARY

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

MON- SAT

9A.M.-10P.M

SUNDAYS

NOON- 7:30

"tt.
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Unique menagerie

'Break 1 - 9' popular phrase

Shop offers variety of common, exotic animals
by Kathleen Lynn Kosher

You won't find any Poodles or
Siamese cats in the new pet shop in
Bowling Green, but you can pick up
a Mexican Red Leg tarantula or a
domesticated boa constrictor.
Davy Jones' Locker, 32S E.
Wooster St., is the name of Tim
Tache's pet shop. Tache, 22, a
Clevelander who graduated from
the University last spring, is putting his marine biology education
to practical use.
"I always wanted to get into
business and run my own shop, and
this just seemed like the logical
thing to get into," Tache said.
Davy Jones' Locker specializes
in aquarium fish - everything from
goldfish to a scissortail rasbora.
But Tache also sells unusual pets
such as tarantulas, iguanas,
chameleons and boa constrictors,
which are in great demand.
SO FAR, only men have bought
the spiders and snakes, possibly
because women prefer softer, furry

pets, Tache theorized.
Although University regulations
allow only fish as residence hall
pets, Tache said University
students have been good customers
since the shop opened in late
August.
Students are buying a lot of fish,
mostly piranhas or goldfish. Tache
said he is careful to buy colorful or
interesting fish because attractive
or unusual fish sell best.
"I use my own sense in what will
sell and won't sell. I go mainly be
expense and looks," he explained.
TACHE SAID boa constrictors
would be good pets for students in
residence halls because they don't
require much care and eat only
about once a week. He added that
the reptiles are not large enough to
strangle a human being.
The tarantulas also would make
good roommates, according to
Tache because they don't usually
bite unless you harass them. When
the spider does bite,Tache said, the
victim will not be effected unless he
is allergic to the tarantula's toxins.

by Dosplna Ksrtson
wire editor

The piranha will eat other fish in
the same aquarium, Tache said,
and will grow large enough to bite
human flesh.
The shop also features birds, gerbils, hamsters, guinea pigs and
mice, which can be purchased as
pets or snake snacks. Tache sells
food, supplies and housing equipment for all the pets he sells as well
as toys and necessities for cat and
dog owners.
WITH THE HELP of friends,
Tache designed and built his store's
interior. Eventually he plans to
return to college for his master's
degree in biology, but his immediate plans include marriage
and establishing his business.
Tache said the store's location and
prices have been an asset to sales.
"The demand is there. Right
now I've got to get a little more
known. Once I get established,
business will be much better,"
Tache said. "I want to be known
as a pet shop that has
everything."

"Break 1-9 for a south bound
475..."
"You got a south bounder..."
"Yeah, how's it look over you
donkey ? "
"Looks clean and green all the
way back to Bowling Green."
And so goes the CB lingo.
Students have been buying citizens
band radios for various reasons
even though the so-called CB craze
has been in a leveling-off period.
According to Tim Martin,
manager of Radio Shack, University students, in particular those who
are from the Cleveland area and
commute regularly on the
weekends, buy CB's as gifts and for
their own use most frequently in
the months of October through
December.
Martin said the reason for increased sales during this time is
due to the Christmas holiday and
the onset of bad weather.
"THEY JUST want someone to
talk to on their way home from
school and also as a precautionary

measure in case of an emergency,"
Martin explained. He predicts that
as the weather gets worse, his CB
sales
will
get
better.
John Augustine, a business major, bought his first CB five years
ago for a hobby. Since then he has
come to depend on his CB as a tool
while driving.
"I use it to find road information
and it keeps me awake when I'm
driving late at night because
sometimes there are funny conversations," said Augustine.
He also said his CB has come in
handy for emergency use.
"ONE TIME I was forced off the
road by a truck into a snow drift,
and I got on my CB and help arrived within minutes," Augustine explained.
Martin said about half of the CB's
operated are used by women.
' 'Forty percent of my sales are to
women of all age groups whether it
be for their personal use or as
gifts," he said.
Quoting slightly lower figures,
Augustine estimates that of the
CBers one in 10 are women. He
also said that he meets people over

the air.

THE FEDERAL Communications Commission requires all CB
operators to obtain a permanent
license. A dealer must include with
each CB sale an application for a
license and a copy of the FCC rules
Part 95.
Part 95 is a section of the rules
stating regulations for proper
operation of a CB. The dealer must
also include in the sale a copy of a
temporary application which is retained by the purchaser until his
permanent application is mailed to
him. The permanent application
generally takes from six to eight
weeks to be delivered from the date
of purchase.
CB's are not all fun and games.
The Consumer Product Safety
Commission calls CB antennas the
largest single cause of electrocutions by a consumer product. It
says such accidents average about
200 a year.
MOST DEATHS occur when the
antennas brush against high
voltage power lines while a person
is installing or removing the antenna from the car's roof top.

doctor
W\*

of cancer.
My boss
didn't
My boss didn't under
stand that I was healthy
again
So I was let go
A lot of people are like
ray be. They think that
everyone dies of cancer I
•Jioughl so. too Until the
American Cancer Society,
through one of its service
and rehabilitation programs,
helped me return to a
normal ^e

American
Cancer ,
Society I
We want

*®

to cure cancer
in vour lifetime.

Stop

excusing
your
life
away.

CARTE MAXIM'S
Directory of Participating Merchants
Here's where you can use your Carte Maxim Discount Card
and get big savings-usually 10% or more off the regular prices.
The Arrangement
10% oil perms
10% oft all Redken products
The Athlete's Foot
15% off (II merchandise
Bernthleel Collision snd Alignment
10% oil alignment
B.Q. Quality Motor Sales, Inc.
S2S savings bond with the purchase
of a car over $1000
Mr Bojanglea Nile Club
50% off cover charge
Carte Maxim specials on Wednesday
Carousel Beaute Snoop*
10% off hair cuts and Jhlrmack
products
Carousel Dress Shoppe
25% off all merchandise until
Dec. 1.1979, and 15% thereafter
Casey's Original Hamburgers
10% off all purchases
Colonlsl Barber a Styling
10% off products only
Cory Optical
25% off fitting fee
Crystal City
10% off all merchandise
DJ Sport Cycle
10% oft bicycle accessories
Dlno's Plzxa Pub
15% off large, large square, and extra
large pizzas. In-houseonly.
Earls ol Bowling Green, Inc.
10% off all office supplies & gifts

Everyone has an
excuse for not seeing
their doctor about
colorectal cancer.
However, every year
52.000 men and
women die of colorectal
cancer in this country
alone. Two out of three
of these people might
be saved by early
detection and treatment. Two out of three.

So what is your
excuse? Today you
have a new, simple,
practical way of
providing your doctor
with a stool specimen
on which he can perform the guaiac test.
This can detect signs of
colorectal cancer in its
early stages before
symptoms appear.
While two out of three
people can be saved.
Ask your doctor about
a guaiac test, and stop
excusing your life
away.

The Energy Shop
5% discount on all purchases

Foul's Cleaners Inc.
10% oil dry cleaning
Fox's Den Cocktail Lounge
Carte Maxim Happy Hour Mon.
through Sat.:
2for1 on liquor
50% off tacos all day Tues. and Frl.
10% off glass of wine evenings
The Hutch Pet < Saddle Shop
10% off all merchandise except dog
food
Jeffers Alpine Village Restaurant a
Cocktail Lounge
10% oft excluding liquor
K levers Jewelry Store
$25 off $150-S250 purchase;
$50 off $251 -$350;
$75 oft $351-$450;
$100 off $451-$550;
$125 off $551-$650;
Applicable In our diamond and watch
departments, excluding Tlmex. Good
on one iteem at a time. Excl. of
taxes.
Klou Flower Farm Inc.
10% off cash sales
Lahey Electronics, Inc.
5% to 15% ofl all merchandise
Lundy-Van Oldlmoblle-Cadlllec
10% off parts snd labor
$50 gift certificate on an extra accessory with purchaae of a new car
Max June Toyota Sales
$25 off any accessory on new car sals
$10 off on purchase of moped
Mike's Party Mart
10% off all regular priced pop
15% off all paper party supplies
Free fresh popcorn

Pagllal's Pizza South and East
Free soft drink with any order
In-houseonly
Pllsteref s-Qladleux Traditional
Clothiers for Men
$15 cash cenillcate presented with
purchase ol any suit or sport coat at
regular price
Phillips Television Co.
5% off up lo $500.8% off over $500
on manufacturer's suggested retail
prices. Sale Items excluded.
Rhymes 'n Reasons
10% off all merchandise except
Health-Tex brands and all underwear

and socks
Jefl Rice's Qulckprlnt
10% off all printing
The Source
10% off excluding records and tapes
$2.50 minimum purchase
Sub-Me-Oulck
10% off with purchase of $5 or more,
excluding beer
Ralph Thayer Chevrolet
10% off parts and labor excluding
Insurance paid orders. $25 olf new
and used car purchases after deal Is
consummated
Tom's Tire t Aulo Service
10% off all merchandise and service
Wslslon Photography
10% off regular portraits and color
passports
Zlebart Ruslprooflng Co.
15% Off rustproof ing

AND HERE ARE SOME OF THE STORES IN THE TOLEDO AREA THAT OFFER BIG
CARTE MAXIM SAVINGS.
Ac* ol Paris
Bob Schmidt Chevrolet - Moumee
Irown Pontiac
Budget Rent A Cor Toledo S-onlon
Hawthorn* AMC/J**p. Inc
Irv • Auto Part,. Toledo Sylvamo
Jim Somt Gull
Keysion* Aulo Ports. Inc.
Mourn** Lincoln-Mercury. Inc.
Th* Von Connection
Toledo Tir* Corp
Trio Cycl* Shop
Tuffy Muffler t
Ward » Auto Supply
J*rry t Cloihing/Sylvoma
luni Zuni
Mom Slr**l Stolion/Moum**
Perrysburg. Sylvamo
Sunburst
Tailc in th* Park
Th* Magic For*st/Sylv
Wild $ Family Sho* Stor*
Audio C*nt*r
Douglas Television Inc
Marko Electronics
Monro*TV
S *H Electronics
TAS Electronics
l*outy Lawn/Syl*
l*dlond
Copric*Orap*n*s
Corpet I
Country v.llo Floor Covering.
Inc./Pefrysburg
Cousmo tuilders
Encksons Toledo Gloss Service Inc.

Accurate Answering Service
Anna's ol Perrysburg
Apollo Hair Core Center
Art Mart
•ig Red Q Qu.chpf.nl' Toledo
Moumee. Sylv
Hue Coboose Frame Shop Sy i.
Boogie Records
Decor War* Custom Hous*
DO C 'Toledo Oregon
E. B Worren. Flow*rs>'Maum*e
Eye Style Opt.c.-Toledo Sylv
Fines! Custom Framing/Maumee
Gallery Three'Waterv.lle
Gorgoc s Coins
Greenery Gilt Shop/Syl*
Hong Ups
Heads ond Nails. Inc
Howards Orgons
India International Gills
Kings Bow Fireplace Shops
Phylron Lighting
Red While I Blue Carpel Cleaner
Stanley Steamer Carpel Cleaner
Stephens i Sons Healing A Air Conditioning
Th* Lighting GoMery Inc
Th*Oll.c* Cho.r
Vallei Pomt S*rvic* Co Toledo Moumee
Wilson s Giant Appliance Store Maumee
Woodville Appliances Inc Oregon
ke Hous*
Souihwyck 8 Theatres
Supreme Courts' Sylv Toledo
Sylvamo Outdoor World
The Bike Rout*
Th* Spoke ft Pedal Shop' Sylv Woierv.ll*
Th* Timbers Bowling lones-'Moumee

Toledo Mud Hens Baseball
Vic Tonny International
Wolerv.lle Outdoor World
VMCA/Toledo Oregon. Wauseon
I.II,I* Supper Club
Forrell's
la Hocendo
Little Coesar sPuia^ Toledo Pt Clinton
Fmdlay Huron Fremont. Waterville
McOonalds'Toledo Moumee. Oregon
Wanton Sylv
Minute Wun Gourmet Foods
Sokuro Gardens
Serpico s Pino ond Subs.'Perrytburg
Smedlap s Smithy Reslauront'Woterville
Uncle John s Poncoke House
Verbosky Meat Market 'Rosslord
Wesigote Health Foods
A lo 2 Remol Center
Kan s Flower Shop Inc
Kenwood Phormgcies
M.teh*ll s Clock Shop
Mitchell's Tim* Pi*ccWaterville
Mr Copy Pfmiing Center
Phillips Studio
Pmkus the Printer
Ron s Music
Setting ond Potterns< Woterville
Silvio Photography
The Clock Shop
TheG.lt Hotse
The Gospel Shop
The looking Gloss
The Open Book Toledo Moumee
U Need A Cleaners Toledo Sylv
Universal Bookseller Sylv
Wolerv.lle Phormocy

AND MORE MERCHANTS ARE BEING ADDED EVERY DAY!
Stop at The Source (near Campus) or at Holiday Travel (140 N. Main) and get your card today.
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ABORTION

14810 Freyman Rd.
Cygnet, Ohio

GALLERY
THREE

Attention:

• SORORITIES,
• FRATERNITIES, & • DORMS

24 N. Third St.

Wilervllle. Ohio 43566
Quality Art and Gills
Custom matting and
framing. Painting and
Drawing classes tor
adults and children.
Open: Mon-Frl 10-^:30
Sat 10-4
Phone.: 878-2972

FALL, WINTER & SPRING QTRS.
For More Information call 655-2193

ACM (Association of Computer Machinists)
730 p.m.
Rm. 207 Hanna Hall
Organizational Meeting. Open to all interested

faculty

and

graduate

classified
LOST A FOUND
2 rings In Union bathrm. 2nd
floor. Turquoise A silver spoon
ring. Call Holly at 372 4283.

SERVICES OFFERED

The Consumer Information Catalog
For your free copy, write:
Consumer Information Center,

M.- To W». ).... M4 TO.'
Hrt MF 10AM 3PM
Sal 10AM 4PM

Experienced chlldcare.
352 1342.

Dept D. Pueblo, Colorado 81009.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••a**

NEED H&P WITH YOUR WRITING?

Deb Martin, Owner/Stylist

Tutoring: Freshman English
Term Papers
anything else
involving writing

MONTY'S
'Special Uniperms
$20"
Phone: 352-2611
131 W.Wooster, B.G., Ohio

Licensed Professional Teacher
Call 352-0939 After 5 pm

"We feature (RK) Redken Products"

A SALUTE TO
B.G.S.U. STUDENTS!

Restaurant n
tAnd Pancake Housed
X

.

m

.

TTT

THURS. EVE. 5:30 Close

f

ANY OMELET
Tour Choice

▼r T"

health.
AM proceeds donated to Mental Health Association of Ohio.

Lost OSU 1970 class ring near ten
nls courts. 150 reward. Call Dale
at 352 7723,

ommtM nMitsai

^B>

Rm 23S Math Science
Introduction to data processing for new
assistants.

Computer Services
3:30 p.m.

HAYRIDES, PARTY FACILITIES, & TRAIL RIDING
(INDOOR ARENA FOR SOUND SYSTEM <S DANCES)

preacher n*f

t

Mental Health Association of Ohio
Monday through Friday 2:00 1C 00 p.m.
Saturday till midnight
Now through October 15th
Non profit organization. Play black jack, scor points for mental

Make Reservations For:

WHAT A
DIFFERENCE
Between knowing
about Jesus and
KNOWING JESUS

J^

calendar

BROOKDALE STABLES

TOLL FREE
9 a.m. • 10 p.m.
1 -800-438-8039

412 F Woojfer

O4AT

?n

" ^

Do you wish to control being Overweight?
Do you wish to stop mindlessly overeating?
Would you like to lose weight permanently
now?

B.G. WEIGHT CONTROL
HAS THE ANSWER!
12 Week Course ($100.00)
4 Week Course ($50.00)
• Programmed learning workbook

• Cassette tape for Hypnotic reinforcement
at home
• Medically endorsed
• Proven effectiveness

VI

Pregnancy Aid A Understanding.
EMPA 353 7041 A 287 4439 (local)
Birth control, test for pregnancy,
VD, early abortion at Toledo
Medical Service. Call (419)
243 3179 for an aoot.
Advertise Your Unwanted Items
For Free in The Flatlands
Trader Newspapers. Pay A Commission Only If Your Item Sells.
Call 352 3539
75,000 Readers Weekly*
PERSONALS
Brothers of SAE... hope you've
had a relaxing summer A are
ready to 'kick-up' a great year
beginning with our football game
this Saturday) Get psyched)
Love, Your Lil Sis'.
Come Radiate with the ZBT's
7:30 Thurs. Oct. 4 at the
Meltdown Rush Party. Be There,

A lone I
RUSH DELTS
DELTA TAU DELTA RUSH
THURS. OCT. 4
The Hutch Pet A Saddle Shop.
Men's
A
Women's
Bootwear.Frye A Durango
Boots,
The candle was passed 3 times
around but no one was sure for
whom It was bound; then a pleasant surprise we all got when
Chelly lacoboni blew the light
out! Congratulations to Chelly A
Bill on your Phi Mu-Dett pinning.
Love, The Sisters ol Phi Mu.
Celebrate Spirltday with WINDFALL, Friday at UAO Happy
Hours. Free PrizesH
KEGS! KEGS! KEGS!
KEGSI KEGS! KEGSl
KEGSI KEGS! KEGSl
KEGSI KEGSI KEGSl
CHUCK 3S2S7I3II

CALL 352-8777

Mgwn^a^

Same Day Typesetting Service
On Most Jobs. Bring Us Your
Reports, indexes. Manuals,
Forms, Programs, Bulletins And
Resumes. 41 Type Faces
Available. Call The Flatlands
Trader Newspaper! 352-3338.

Check
your chances
of getting
breast
cancer.

KEGS!
KEGS!
KEGSl
KEGSI

The Hutch Pel A Saddle Shop
Specials On Aquarium set-ups. 10
gallon up to 220 gallon.
Sub Mc Quick is sorry to announce that the University will
not allow us to deliver beer (on
campus) until the Liquor Control
Board makes a definite inter
pretatlon of the regulation regar
ding beer delivery. We will keep
you potted.

Janls, sorry, I didn't know they
were Grandma Sworobuck's
socks. Forgive me. Boots.

Gene Down Lately! Scuba
classes forming now. Inquire at
the Student Rec Center 372 27U

CLEVELAND BROWNS FANS!
Rec Center sponsored pro foot
ball trip Sun. Oct U Total Cost:
SIS game A bus. SO available
tickets contact SRC office 2-2711.

The Gerontology Association will
be holding its first meeting on
Monday, Oct 8 at 7:30 pm. It will
be held in room III, Business Ad
ministration. Anyone may attend^
FREE

DISCO SUCKS Become a
member of the ANTI DISCO
LEAGUE. Membership In
eludes: Button, bumpersflcker,
decal, card and much more.
Membership fee S5.00. Send to
Ant) Disco League P.O. Box 6254
Santa Barbara. Ca. Will. LET
THE WORLD KNOW YOU
LOVE ROCK 'N ROLL.
All Interested men.Dogs & Suds
7:30 tonight
Delta Upsilon
Fraternity. Across from the
tibrarx
I bet you never thought the END
OF THE WORLD would be Fun.
Come to the ZBT Meltdown Rush

Valuable coupons on all
PISANELLO'S PIZZAS.
M on.-Thurs.
TAW Sound Co. will provide
entertainment for any type par
ty. Call now for Fall A Wfr. dates.
Scott 352 8320.
Falconettes! Try out for BGSU'S
precision figure skating team
Sept. 27, Oct. 2 A Oct. 4.
10:15 lUSom at Ice Arena.
Delta Zetas, we hope to start the
year off right with a great time
Friday nite, the Brothers of Phi
Kappa Tau.

A Find Out.
D.U. LITTLE SIS: There will be
a meeting at the house on Sunday,Oct. 7, at 9:00 pm. Please be
there. If you can not attend call
Nofoanol2lt».
Again Sunday Night, the candle
was passed with no one knowing
for whom it was bound. But as It
passed for the third time around,
Tracey Roberts was the one who
we found. Congratulations to
Tracey & Dan on your Phi Mu
Theta Chi pinning. Love, Your
Phi Mu Sisters.
MEN! WOMEN1
JOBS
ON
SHIPSI
American.Foreign. No experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide Travel. Summer
|ob or career. Send 13.00 for In
formation. SEAFAX, Dept.
II.Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 90362.

Next To New Shop. Clothing,
housewares priced low. Open
Tues. 10-4. Fri. l-7:J0.St. Atoysius
School. 2nd floor.
Do you need cash! Sell gold &
silver items to Jewelry Box. 144
S. Main. B.O.
To: two special Sigma Chl's,
Lewis A Reid. Just want to let
you know how honored I am living with the two preppiest guys
on campus, but did you have to
give me a preppie name! I Best of
Luck to you both A all the Sigma
ghl's. Love, Lacostej,
One of the largest in Ohio. The
Hutch Pet & Saddle Shop, toil S.
Main St. 352-0459.
Blue because of no mall! Watch
for the Ear, your campus music
publication.
Delta Tau Delta A Muscular
Dystrophy Assoc present the 2nd
Annual Superstars Sat.Oct. 6th
10:00. Poroorlno Pood.

Government loans for business
now available in Bowling Green.
S3O.000 to lS50,ooo 7 30 years.
Call today to see If you qualify.
Peoples Financial of Toledo.
(419) 885 5767.
Hey Sigma Chi's-Phi Mu's say
they can't wait till Friday! Why!
Cause we will have a fantastic
new pledge class A a tea with the
best fraternity on campus. Get
psyched! We'll see you Friday!
Love. The Sisters of Phi Mu.
PISANELLO'S PIZZA SUB
Jumbo pepperoni with melted
mozarella cheese A tangy pizza
sauce on a thick, soft French
bread. Try it with onions or green
peppers. 352 3166 Free Delivery.
How to defeat the study
monster...+2.00. A step by step
plan for successful studying.
Garen Smith 414 Janeway St.
Kane. PA. 16735.
HAVING A KEG PARTY THIS
WEEKENDI FOR YOUR COM
PLETE KEG PARTY NEEDS,
CALL CHUCK 352 5713 THE
PABST BLUE RIBBON CAM
PUS REP. KEEP PABST BLUE
RIBBON ON YOUR MIND.
140 Freshwater tanks A over 1000
gallons of saltwater. The Hutch
Pet A Saddle Shoo.
Monotheistic DOCTINE of Rein
carnation in the Torah, the Prophets & the Gospels. Write: The
Truth of Islam, PO Box 4494,
South Bond. Indiana ttfiUTi
Phi Kappa Tau Rush Thursday
nlte at 7:30, featuring the best
homemade pizza in town I All Inte rested men welcome.
EASY
EXTRA
INCOME!
+ 500-1000 Stuffing envelopes
guaranteed. Send self-addressed,
stamped envelope to DEXTER
ENTERPRISES 3039 Shrine
PI.LA., CA. 90007.

WANTED
I F. rmte. needed. 7980 school
year. -80 per month plus util.
Coll 352 2369
F. rmte. needed Spr. A or Wtr.
qtr. 319 Pike St. Call Cheryl at
354-1341.
F. students needed to share
house or art. Ph. 352-7305.
HELP WANTED
Sub Me Quick is now accepting
applications for delivery drivers.
Must be 18. Apply In person
Mon-Frl. after 2pm. Car
necessary. 163 E.Wooster.
NIGHT PREP COOKS Apply in
person. Corner Kitchen. 183 S.

Mam.
OVERJtAJJOBS Summer year
round. Europe. S. America,
Australia, Asia, Etc. All Fields,
+ soo+i,200 monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free InfoWrlte: IJC, Box 52 is Corona Del
Mar. Co. 92625.
Full A Pt Time. Days A Eves.
Knickerbocker
Services.
352-5335.
SALESPEOPLE WANTED
CARTE MAXIM THE DISTINC
TIVE DISCOUNT CARD. Paid
by commission. If Interested,
please call 353 5391.
Bartenders,
waitresses,
floorwalkers Must be 21. Misc.
helpMust be 18. Dixie Electric
Co.. 25481 Dixie Hgwy. Located
on US 25, Perrysburg, Oh. Apply
In person.
Experienced breakfast grill
cook-weekends only. Apply in
person. Corner Kitchen. 183 S.
Main.
18 A over apply in person after
8pm. BOGARTS. Take Rt. 6 West
(St.Rt. 24) Off exit 108 (turn left).
Napoleon, on,
Responsible in home babysitter
needed for 9 mo. old. Mon.-Thur.
from 2 6pm Please call after
aom. 354 1748.
Part time day positions Waiter,
waitresses A dish washers. Cor
ner Kitchen. 183 S. Main.
Part Time Advertising Sales
Positions Available In Bowling
Green, Fostorla, Flndlay, Fremont And Tfffin. High Commissions. Must Have Reliable
Transportation.
Call
The
Flatlands Trader Newspapers.
352 3538.
Warehouseman wanted pt. time.
Apply in person. Closed Weds.
Bowling Green Auction, Inc.
18201 N. Dixie Hgwy.
FOWSALB
PA REINFORCEMENT
SYSTEM.
Setup Includes: Phase linear
400, pr. woofers, pr. midrange
columns, pr. Plezo tweeter
banks, cords, dolly, misc. Very
, Loud! Very clean! +1400.

HOW HIGH IS YOUR

Try our new
1/3 pound* Chopped Beef Lunch
with AlUYou-Can-Eat Salad Bar
Juicy, delicious and
broiled to order.
Served with a warm
roll and butter and
our All-You-Can-Eat
salad bar. Unlimited
refills on coffee, tea
and soft drinks.

$189

E.WOOSTERST.
(across from Perry Stadium)

Cancer can attack
anyone. But some people
live with a higher risk of
developing cancer than
others. However, the
earlier the diagnosis, the
better the chances of
cure. If you check any of
the boxes, see your
doctor. Discuss with him
your risk of getting
cancer
Knowing about
cancer Is a first step in
curing It
□ Over 40 and have
close relatives who
had breast cancer
D Had a breast
operation
D Have a lump or nipple
discharge

'Pre-cooked uveight

PONDERS
At Participating Steakhouses

i

American Cancer
Society

CAN YOU ANSWER
THESE BASIC
ECONOMIC QUESTIONS?
Tnje False

□ □ (1.) One out of five
American workers belongs to
a labor union.
D D (2.) Producers of goods
outnumber producers of services
in our economy.
□ D (3.) In 1975. the investment in equipment and facilities
averaged almost $41,000 for
each production worker in
American industry.
□ □ (4.) Over the past
decade corporate profits (after
taxes) averaged less than five
cents on each dollar of sales, or
about 12 percent return on
stockholder investments.
If you found these questions
tough, your Economics Quotient,
your E.Q., could probably stand
some improvement.

It's important. Not just
because we all face some important decisions about our economic
system. But because the more
you know about our system, the
more you'll be able to make it
work for you.
A special booklet has been
prepared to help you learn more
about what makes our American
Economic System tick. It's factfilled, easy reading and free. It's
also an easy way to raise your
E.Q..
For your copy, write:
"Economics',' Pueblo, Colorado
81009.
ANSWERS:

ifrcj'zri

The American
Economic System.
\Ne should oil leorn more obout it

®

Mr MM* -«Met<l thi %-wcp*
• W«MVgUrrllU5C«»lT«a(owfM
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stafl photo by Tim Ctrrig
Pedestrians now may find the going eaeler at the Thuratln Avenue croaswalk alnce the
Installation ol crosswalk lines, blinker lights and wooden Islands.

The new arrangement waa completed over the summer.

Crosswalk
Blinking lights, temporary wooden islands installed for safety signs
by Keith Jameson
stall reporter

No longer will pedestrians using
the Thurstin Avenue crosswalk in
front of the University Administration Building have to worry about
getting hit by speeding motorists.
At least that is the objective of
the new crosswalk arrangement
that the city completed during the
summer.
That arrangement includes newly painted crosswalk lines, more
"Pedestrian Crossing" signs with
yellow blinker lights and temporary wooden islands wich could
afford pedestrians a sanctuary
against any car.

The cost of all this security is $50
- the price the city paid for the extra signs, according to Municipal
Administrator Wesley K. Hoffman.
Hoffman added that the islands
may be made of concrete and
therefore permanent if the system
proves to be effective.
Hoffman said that the decision to
go with the present crosswalk was
approached in terms of the least
amount of money the city would
have to spend for adequate safety
for pedestrians.
He added that if the system proves ineffective, the city will pay
more for a better crosswalk.
Police Chief Galen Ash, who also

chairs the Traffic Commission,
said that the number of complaints
about the crosswalk has decreased
since the month and a half its been
in use.
"ALL IN ALL, I think it (the
Crosswald) is working fairly
satisfactorily for the investment involved," he said. "Apparently it is
working better or as well as can be
expected."
He added that the crosswalk success still depends on eveyone's
cooperation and responsible
behavior.

probably has been alleviated, some
persons working at the University
who use the crosswalk regularly do
not think the new arrangement is
making that much of a difference.
Diane Whitmire, who works in
the University Publication Office
and whose husband almost was hit
by a car last spring, thinks the
changes have helped some, but
says she was nearly run down on
Sept. 11, her first day back at the
University after a maternity leave
of absence.
She refers to the crosswalk as
"Better than nothing."

DESPITE CITY officials'
reassurrances that the problem

Deb Weiser, who also works in
the publications office and who

helped form a citizens committee
last spring which fought for a solution to the problem, says, "It's a
step, but not much."
BOTH UNIVERSITY employees
agree that they are glad to see the
city do something about the
dangerous situation in front of the
Administration Building.
Hoffman says that there is no 100
percent cure for the problem and
that the nearest thing to a total
solution would be the installation of
traffic lights and pedestrian walk
lights, which would cost the city
about $20,000 to $30,000.
He noted that much of the problem might be solved if motorists

remember that state law rules that
pedestrians have the right of way
when in crosswalk lines.
BOTH PARTIES in the debate
agree that speeding motorists,
most of whom appear to be
students, according to Ash, are the
biggest problem.
The issue had reached a zenith at
the May 22 City Council meeting,
at which time a petition with 436
signatures was submitted to council.
The ensuing dialogue between city officials and city residents
sparked Councilman Patrick Ng,
Ward 2, to initiate action that would
possibly solve the controversy.

RUSH DELTS RUSH DELTS RUSH DELTS RUSH DELTS RUSH DELTS RUSH

HOMECOMING
MEETING

9

SUNDAY NIGHT
OCTOBER 7
6:00 P.M.
UAO OFFICE

Anyone
Interested
Is Welcome!

LU
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Q
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DELTA TAU DELTA RUSH

COLLEGE NIGHT TONIGHT!

Thursday, Oct. 4
7:30 - 9:30
ALL INTERESTED MEN WELCOME

BACK BY POPULAR REQUEST
COWLS
Reg. $9.00
TONIGHT $4.99

20% OFF
Selected Styles
Stuffed Shirt Blouses

SWEATERS
Reg $20.00
TONIGHT $8.00

RUSH DELTS RUSH DELTS RUSH DELTS RUSH DELTS RUSH DELTS RUSH

THE DELTA UPSILON
FRATERNITY

105
S. Main St.
353-9802

DOGS & SUDS RUSH
TONIGHT 7:30

READ THE NEWS

REMEMBER:
REGISTER.

THE LOBBY

6:30-9:30

WE NEED YOU !
To participate in the following committees
and boards for the 1979-80 SCHOOL YEAR
UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES
Academic Facilities
Academic Policies
Committee on Committees
Academic Honesty
Athletics
Bookstore Advisory
Broadcasting Policy
Computing Council
Cultural Events
Equal Opportunity

Health Service Advisory
Honors and Awards
Ice Arena Advisory
Instructional Media Center
Library Advisory
Long-Range Financial Planning
Parking Services
Publications
Student Financial Aids
University Union Advisory
Senate Executive Committee

STUDENT GOVERNMENT BOARDS

To vote, register on campus or at the Board of
Elections before noon, Saturday, Oct. 6th.

BARRETT
Paid Political Advertisement

JEANS
Reg $20.00
TONIGHT $10.00

Samuel Cooper. Chairman* 725 Wallace Ave • Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

Charities Board
Spirit & Traditions
Elections & Opinions
Academic Affairs
Publicity
University Relations Advisory
Board (URAB)

Applications and an interview
sign-up sheet will be available in
405 Student Services from
Wednesday Oct. 3 - Wednesday
Oct. 10.

■i
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elsewhere
Ohio to test world's fastest passenger trains
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Representatives from the Japanese
Railway Technical Service unveiled proposals Tuesday for a 20-mile
track to test the world's fastest rail passenger trains in Ohio.
The proposals are contained in a $30,000 study authorized by the
Legislature which say operating a suitable Ohio test track for the
state's proposed Intercity High Speed Rail Transportation System is
economically feasible.
"It is also considered to be a worthwhile and fruitful undertaking
prior to the development of a full-scale, high-speed rail transportion
system," the study says.
THE STUDY identifies four possible sites for the test track Youngstown-Ashtabula, Marion-Kenton, Wellinton-Lorain and
Circleville-Washington Court House.
Costs would range from $19.2 million for the Marion-Kenton track to
$34.4 million for Circleville-Washington Court House track.
Rep. Arthur Wilkowski, D-Toledo, prime supporter of a high-speed

rail passenger system linking Ohio's major cities, said he will sponsor
legislation to construct a test track on one of the sites.
WILKOWSKI and Sen. Anthony O. Calabrese, D-Cleveland, hosted a
news conference where the study was explained by Kazuo Yoshie,
JARTS consulting engineer, and Charles R. Heidengren, JARTS
United States consultant.
Trains that travel from 100 mph to 160 mph would be brought to Ohio
for testing, Wilkowski said. "We are going to bring hundreds of
thousands of Ohioans in and allow them to ride in the high-speed trains
at speeds in excess of 100 mph," he said.
The high-speed system the Toledo Democrat envisons would connect
Cincinnati, Columbus, Toledo, Cleveland and Youngstown. It has been
under consideration for about four years.
HERE ARE the four sites, costs and factors considered by the
Japanese:
YOUNGSTOWN-ASHTABULA - $30,127,300; the abandoned track,

Air pollution particles identified
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) - Scientists at Wright State University
have developed a method of
identifying some of the smallest
and most persistent particles of
air pollution.
Environmental protection
researchers hope to use the new
method to more reliably track
down polluters.
Using equipment that can
detect as small as one part per
billion, the research team has
measured the amounts of 75
basic elements in hundreds of
pollution samples.
DR. MICHAEL L. TAYLOR,

one of the directors of the
research, said that the results
reveal a distinctive assorment of
basic elements for each source
of air pollution. He added that
some of the smaller concentrations of air pollution samples appeared in distinctive pairs and
combinations of various pairs.
Smudge prints of the various
pollutants are trapped and
recorded on a plate.
"One thing we would like to
look at is the amount of the
smallest particles that are in
what pollution remains in the air
today," Taylor said.
"Am POLLUTION controls

Cleveland braces for brawl

remove most of the heavier,
larger particles. But we found in
our research that half the particles that get through are one
micron about 40 millionths of an
inch or smaller in diameter.
"The point is that micron and
sub-micron particles get past the
defenses of the lungs. They get
buried deep and stay there
where they can cause trouble. "
The research was funded by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency at the request of the
Regional Air Pollution Control
Agency, which monitors air
pollution in the five-county
Dayton area.

r your favorite
beer for only $3 §2.
^ow you can wear your beer without spilling a drop on yoursell
Just slip into one ol our Good Taste ot Beer T Shirts They
ook terrific on guys or girls They re pertect tor wearing around
ampus or to Happy Hour But we only have a limited supply
» send for yours today

The Good Taste
of Beer. Buy it
in Bottles.

Please send me

which is partially removed and in comparatively poor condition, is
located between Champion Township and Rome Township. It goes
over four state and one federal highways and 14 grade crossings.
MARION-KENTON - $19,206,000; the abandoned track is located between Ohio 203 west of Marion and a township road east of Kenton. The
track structures exist but ties are in deteriorated condition. It goes
over a state highway and 17 grade crossings.
WELUNGTON-LORAIN - $31,746,500; the abandoned track is between Wellington and West River Road in Sheffield. Its structures are
in "terribly poor conditions" and shrubs and grass are growing on the
track. It goes over three state and one federal highways and eight
grade crossings.
CDtCLEVrLLE-WASHINGTON Court House - $34,472,600; one of the
double tracks is used part of the distance between Ohio 22 and Union
Township and the track is in fair condition. It crosses three state and
one federal highways and eight grade crossings.

//

CLEVELAND (AP) - Turbulent
Cleveland is bracing for a political
brawl as Mayor Dennis J. Kucinlch
prepares to do battle with Lt. Gov.
George V. Voinovich following a
relatively tame mayoral primary.
Kucinlch, who overcame a recall
attempt by only 236 votes last year,
survived Tuesday's five-way nonpartisan primary to advance to the
Nov. 6 election. But he trailed
Voinovich by a substantial margin.
Just 42 percent of Cleveland's
300,000 registered voters cast
ballots, and of that total, only 28
percent supported Kucinich.
BOTH the chairmen of the
Cuyhoga County Republican and
Democratic parties called the
primary results a repudiation of
the brash young mayor and his confrontation politics.
But Kucinich, who turns 33 Monday, appeared to relish another
role as the underdog and challenged Voinovich to "toe-to-toe"
debates in the neighborhoods of
Ohio's largest city, a sprawling industrial Lake Erie port community
of 600,000.
Kucinich, a Democrat who won
election without party support in
1977, said he was calling on all
Democrats to rally behind him

"not only to save our party, but to
save our city for the poor people
and the working people."
Democrats hold an 8-1 edge over
Republicans in the ranks of
Cleveland's registered voters.
BUT Timothy F. Hagan, county
Democratic chairman, said the
party would back neither Kucinich
nor his Republican opponent.
Hagan called Voinovich "a
Kucinich in a Brooks Brothers
suit" and said he would meet with
top aides next week to decide
whether to mount a write-in campaign.
"Dennis wanted to conduct his
public life on his own, and I wish
him luck," Hagen added.
In addition to the recall, Kucinich
has weathered two police strikes,
two municipal defaults with a third
threatened for Saturday, and an
ulcer. He claims his problems have
been inherited and that he needs
another two years to carry out his
programs.
HE HAS battled big business and
the media, questioning the integrity of his opponents.
"This election is the people
against fat cats," Kucinich told

supporters Tuesday night. "The
people united rule Cleveland, and
neither gold nor tricks will take this
city away from the people."
Voinovich led Kucinich in 22 of
the city's 33 wards, including all 13
of the city's predominantly black
wards.
THE FINAL unofficial returns
showed Voinovich, 43, with 47,743
votes to 36,515 votes for Kucinich.
Eliminated in the balloting were
City Council Majority Leader Basil
M. Russo, with 21,962 votes, and
state Sen. Charles L. Butts, with
19,431, both Democrats; and Thabo
L. Ntweng, a machine press
operator and Socialist Workers
Party candidate, with 1,546 votes.
"It's a substantial victory for
George Voinovich," said county
GOP Chairman Robert E. Hughes.
"I expect the issue will continue to
be Dennis Kucinich and his style
and personality. It is obvious that
the voters were saying that
Voinovich's slogan. 'Together we
can do it,' is what they want.
Voinovich said he would promote
himself as being "mature, proven
and experienced in leadership" to
lead Cleveland out of default and
improve
services
to
neighborhoods.
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MR. BOJANGLES
PROUDLY
PRESENTS
THE RETURN OF

PHI KAPPA PSI
DANCE CONTEST!

$50 FIRST PRIZE
S. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN, OH.

Yo.ir
United Way
Pledge Works
For All of Us

FALCONS vs. ROCKETS
SATURDAY - 1:30 p.m. - PERRY FIELD
C'mon BG Students. Let's show the Rockets and
the T.U. Student Body what real spirit is all about! This
is the battle of Northwest Ohio. Be where the fun is on
Spiritday!

My boss didn't under
stand that I was healthy
again.
So I was let go
A lot of people are like
my boss They think that
everyone dies of cancer I
thought so. too Until the
American Cancer Society.
through one of its service
and rehabilitation programs,
helped me return to a
normal life.
The ACS also has local
Units that help Americans
who've never had cancer
understand it better
Today, more and more,
cancer is a curable disease
Ignorance about cancer is
curable, too

American Cancer
Society

__

PERRY FIELD
-THE PLACE TO BE ON SATURDAY AFTERNOON!
-Rock Music Begins at Noon
-Huntington Bank's Hot Air Balloon
-"Car Carnival" - '80 Models, Antique Cars
-Surprises - Gifts

BE THERE!
Tickets available at memorial hall ticket office
9A.M.-5P.M., WED.-FRI.
ADVANCE SALE-$1.00
AT THE GATE - $2.00
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Problems of the deaf
Numerous misunderstandings, legal hassles encountered by hearing impaired
(AP) The police picked up the
teenage boy on an assault complaint. By the time they got him to
the station house, the cops were
pretty sure the kid was in cuckoo
land. Loony. Out of it. What else
could it be?
When they picked him up, he
didn't pester them with the usual
jive protests. When they read him
his rights, the kid didn't ask a
single question, didn't make a
single demand. He just waved his
arms and shook his head. The kid
acted crazy.
BUT JAY BLOCK, who was then
a clerk for the Baltimore public
defender, wasn't so sure.
Something about the youth touched
a buried memory.
"I didn't know why, but I signed
to him. He jumped up and came
running over to me so happy and
relieved," Block recalls.
The youngster was deaf "profoundly hearing impaired" in

the current idiom - and Block,
who'd learned a bit of sign
language from a deaf cousin, had
spoken to him.
TURNS OUT the boy had tried to
bum a cigarette from a woman who
misunderstood his advances and
called police. When the facts
became clear, says Block, the cops
sent the boy back home.
No one knows how many hearingimpaired Americans are accidentally snarled in the nation's legal
system, a system that experts say
is too often blind to their special
needs. No one knows how often it
happens. But it happens.
"Sometimes the same things
happen to the deaf as to the retarded," says Larry King of the
Maryland Association for Retarded
Citizens. "Either the trial goes on
without their participation and
they're sent to jail, or they're sent
to an institution where, ironically,

they may end up serving longer
than they would if they'd been
tried.
"UNFORTUNATELY, very few
deaf people know their rights,"
says Nancy Conners of the National
Center on the Law and the Deaf in
Washington. Worse, she says,
many judges and attorneys are
equally ignorant.
The most notorious case is that of
Donald Lang, a 36-year-old Chicago
deaf-mute who never learned to
sign or read lips.
Lang was never tried on a 1965
charge of murdering a prostitute.
The courts found him unfit to stand
trial and sent him to a mental
hospital. He was there for six
years.
THEN LANG was charged with a
second murder, tried, and, in 1972,
convicted. The Illinois Supreme
Court overturned the conviction

because Lang was unable to aid in
his defense. The court ordered
state mental health officials to
teach Lang to communicate so he
could be retried.
The state Mental Health Department is appealing to the U.S.
Supreme Court, contending it has
no responsibility because Lang is
not mentally ill.
Today, Lang awaits the courts'
pleasure in a Cook County Jail cell.
THERE ARE 15 million
Americans with hearing impairments, according to the National Association of the Deaf.
More than 7 million have hearing
loss in both ears; nearly two
million are profoundly deaf.
Ms. Connors says the odds that
these Americans will be justly
served by the police, courts and
legal community are improving,
but it's still a roll of the dice.

In 1975, Congress voted seed
money to set up "protection and advocacy" programs in every state.
Program officials are charged with
protecting the rights of the
"developmentally disabled" - the
deaf, handicapped or retarded.
"THEY provide more than just
attorneys," says Jack Andrews, a
former aid to Sen. Jacob Javitts,
R-N.Y., who wrote the bill creating
the program. "If you're deaf and
all you need to protect your rights
in court is an interpreter so you can
communicate, they'll find you
one."
All 50 states also have statutes requiring that the deaf be provided
with interpreters in criminal cases,
Ms. Connors says. But she says
state laws differ in civil cases some require interpreters, some
don't - and the District of Columbia

has no statute at all.
Despite such provisions, Ms. Connors says, justice too often hinges
on how a particular judge interprets the laws.
Ms. Connors says Oklahoma requires that interpreters be provided for the deaf from the moment of
arrested. There is no such requirement in Maryland, Block says. But
he and the Baltimore City Bar
Association are working on a program to alert police to the needs of
the deaf.
"WHAT DO the cops think when
they stand a defendant against a
wall to frisk him - legs apart, hands
on the wall - and the guy keeps turning around because he wants to see
what they are saying. They think
he's resisting arrest," Block says.
"I don't know how often that kind
of thing happens, but I think once is
too often.

The legal clinic: A new way of practicing law for many attorneys
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)-The office is small and cramped and
depressing-hardly befitting a man
whose burning desire is to become
a self-made millionare.
"I haven't made it yet," admits
Joseph Waterman. "But I will
within a reasonable length of
time," he adds confidently.
The walls of Waterman's office
are obscured by dozens of clippings
and advertisements from the variety of publications hyping his product.

HIS PRODUCT is the law firm of
Calig & Waterman.
The one-time motion picture producer spends between $10,000 and
(15,000 a month to advertise his
product on radio and television programs, dally and weekly
newspapers as well as in shoppers'
guides and brochures.
"About 80 percent of the money
goes towards television advertising," Waterman said.
SAM CALIG carries the load of
the legal clinic's day-to-day opera-

tion. Waterman confines his activity to handling bodily injury cases,
but his main mission consists of
nurturing and burnishing the firm's
public image.
Waterman tries to discourage
reference to Calig & Waterman as
a legal clinic, although 90 percent
of its business falls in the areas of
domestic relations, debt problems
and probate matters for fees which
are advertised as "reasonable".
"We stress a more personal relationship with clients-more pesonal

Pope talks of poverty in New York
NEW YORK (AP) • With a rainshrouded Statue of Liberty in the
background, Pope John Paul II
urged Americans yesterday to
break the "hopeless cycles of
poverty and ignorance...of prejudice...of despair" and the
"inhuman cycles of war."
"Freedom and justice will bring
a new dawn of hope for the present
generation as it has done before,"
he told a crowd estimated at more
than 30.000 huddled under umbrellas at Battery Park on the
southern tip of Manhattan beside
New York Harbor.
It was the third day of the pope's
week-long visit - a day scheduled to
end in Philadelphia and including
prayers with religious professionals and songs with Roman
Catholic school children.
JOHN PAUL clapped along as the
youngsters sang, then responded to
their cheers with spontaneous
"woo-woos" - the Polish equivalent
of "Wow" - and "Mmms" of appreciation that lasted for nearly 10
minutes and ended only after prompting by Cardinal Terence Cooke.
"We shall destroy the program,"

the pope said wryly.
He was interrupted by applause
six times during his speech at the
Garden and received a standing
ovation of a minute and a-half
which caused him to return to the
microphone with another reference
to schedule disruption: "Cardinal
Cook says, 'Enough'."
The pope, arriving at the Battery
after a ticker-tape parade down

ATTENTION
anyone interested
in being a
volunteer writer
for the

BG NEWS!
Come to the
Volunteer
Workshop,
2:30 p.m. Friday
at the

BG NEWS,
106 University Hall.
All are welcome!

Broadway from Madison Square
Garden, took the occasion to pay
special respects to Jewish leaders,
saying that Christianity and
Judaism are "closely related," and
declaring, "Shalom! Peace be with
you."
He urged Americans to struggle
to overcome "whatever wounds,
weakens or dishonors human life.

attention."
HIS MARKETING and promotion strategies-which center on
Calig & Waterman's lower cost of
legal services-have often drawn
fire from his peers, but Waterman
doesn't mind.
"My firm has had a dramatic effect on the structure of legal fees,"
he noted.
Two years ago, the courts lifted
restrictions prohibitng lawyers
from advertising their services.
Waterman, never one to wait for a
green light, tried to capitalize on
every advertising medium professional ethics would allow-and then
some.
HIS EFFORTS to splash the
name of the Calig & Waterman law
firm across the billboards,
however, has encountered a legal
roadblock. The Ohio Supreme
Court rejected billboard advertising by lawyers with a "no opinion"
ruling.
"It Is not necessarily unusual not
to Issue an opinion with a decision," Waterman said. "But in a
case of this importance, I feel it is

SAVE $ AND AVOID
WAITING IN LINE FOR THE
GAME

highly inappropiate."
Emphasizing the issue poses a
"defenite constitutional question"
involving the First Amendment
provision of freedom of speech,
Waterman said he pans to appeal to
the U.S. Supreme Court.
IN A MOVE that surprised and
shocked some members of the legal
community, Waterman rented a
booth at the Ohio State Fair late
this summer.
"Our main purpose was to test
market the concept of telephone
consultation," he explained.
Waterman's long-range idea was
to eventually establish small
telephone consultation centers in
high traffic areas such as shopping
malls and department stores.
"LOOK, 70 percent of the public
needs legal services at one time or
another. But lots of people are
afraid to call an attorney or come
into an office and see one. They're
uneasy about how much it's going
to cost them and just what they're
going to be getting into," he said.

The option of discussing a potential legal problem by telephone, he
explained, relieves a person of
much of the emotional and financial burden associated with seeing
an attorney.
"One of our staff attorneys could
determine during the conversation
if the caller had a problem that
would require further legal attention. If so, the telephone consultation fee would be applied to
whatever the fianl fee would be,"
he explained.
VISITORS who stopped by the
state fair booth could receive either
a personal consultation for a $15 fee
or pay the receptionist $5 to use one
of two wall telephones available.
The booth drew crowds of curious
spectators but was a failure
businesswise.
"BASED ON the survey at the
fair," said Waterman, "I would not
proceed with the idea without further study. Testing it at the fair
may have not been a good indicator, however," he reasoned.

GRAND OPENING SALE
DAVY JONES'LOCKER
announces its

1 < SALE
PURCHASE AN ALL- SPORTS PASS ($15.00)OR A TICKET
IN ADVANCE (*1.00). TICKETS AT THE GATE ON GAME
DAY ARE $2.00. ALL-SPORTS PASS AND ADVANCE SALE
TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE WEEKDAYS 9:00A.M.-5:00P.M.
AT THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE
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THE SCIENCES
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Buy one Fish for our regular low price and receive another
Fish of the same value for a penny. This offer is valid for
90% of the Fish in stock. No limit to the number
of Fish purchased. Offer vaild Oct. 5-7.
.
v
^
This ad must accompany purchase
rp °\^

FRIDAY
HOURS

SATURDAY

SUNDAY «***

Sun. 1-5 Sat. 10-5 M.-F. 11-8

THE COUNTDOWN TO VICTORY
BEGINS AT NOON SATURDAY

An Exhibition of
the Departments of
• Biological Sciences
• Chemistry
• Geology
• Physics

FALCON FOOTBALL PRESENTS:

"ROCK WITH THE FALCONS"
McFALL CENTER GALLERY
Monday-Friday 8:00-5:00

One continuous hour of rock music in Perry Field starting
at 12 noon designed with the spirit and energy that is
Bowling Green. We'll do the rockin'
. while the Falcons do the rollin'

BE THERE!
\
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sports
Pittsburgh takes two-game NL series lead
CINCINNATI (AP) - When they ning to preserve a 5-2 Pirates vicwere youngsters, Dave Parker and tory.
Don Robinson dreamed of playing
"I always wanted to play in
ball for the Cincinnati Reds.
Riverfront Stadium," said RobinYesterday, they ended up as heroes son, who has been plagued with
for the opposition.
shoulder problems this year. "It
Parker drove in the winning run was one of the goals of my life. I've
and Robinson was the winning pit- also had a dream about playing in
cher in the Pittsburgh Pirates 3-2 the World Series, and we're pretty
victory in the second game of the close to that."
National League playoff.
Parker, the Pirates' slugging
Robinson came on for the Pirates right fielder, grew up near the
in the ninth inning and shut the Reds' old ball park, Crosley Field,
Reds down with runners on first and idolized such former Reds as
and second.
Frank Robinson and Vada Pinson.
On Tuesday, the native of West
Virginia, recorded a save when he
struck out the Reds' Ray Knight
with the bases loaded in the 11th in-

He was the idol of Pirates ians
yesterday, singling home Omar
Moreno with the winning run in the
top of the 10th inning.

"Coming here has always been
something special to me," Parker
said. "It means playing in front of
mom and dad. It means coming
home."
As in numerous games this
season, Pirates Manager Chuck
Tanner was forced to go to his
bullpen. And yesterday, he tied a
playoff record by using six pitchers.
"Every game is different, so we
just go on the asumption that if
they're ready, we'll use them,"
said Tanner of his bullpen corps.
The Reds, despite being down
two games and travelling to Pittsburgh, were not ready to concede
the series.

"This game can change instantly, as long as you keep from getting
down on yourself," Knight, the
Reds third baseman, said. "Either
we will win or we won't. You can't
second-guess yourself."
For the second time in two days,
Knight had a chance to be a lateinning hero. But again he failed,
when Kent Tekulve - another
Cincinnati-area native - got him to
fly out to center with the bases
loaded in the eighth inning.
"I felt he was the one feeling the
pressure. With a 3-2 count, he has
to come to me," Knight said.
In the 10th inning yesterday,
Knight - who had struck out with
the bases loaded to end the game
the night before - again ended the
contest with a fly ball to right field.

Many responsible for
Reds' comeback yeari
Editor's note: News staff
reporter Ken Koppel was among
the media at the Cincinnati
Reds-Atlanta Braves game last
Saturday, the night after the
Reds clinched the National
League West title.
by Ken Koppel
staff reporter

CINCINNATI, Ohio-The
pressures a pennant race brings
are handled differently by all
those involved.
Following the Cincinnati
Reds' 3-0 victory over the Atlanta Braves last Friday night, both
Reds' Manager John McNamara and catcher Johnny Bench
went home and turned on the
television.
In fact, they tuned in the Los
Angeles Dodgers-Houston
Astros game. A Houston victory
would have kept the Reds'
"magic number" at one. A loss
would have given them the National League Western Division
title.
In the top of the eighth inning
Houston's Cesar Cedeno hit a
three run homer to give the
Astros a 5-1 lead. Bench had
seen enough. He switched stations to view the remaining part
of the movie "The Cincinnati
Kid" then went to sleep.
BUTMcNAMARA stayed up
long enough to see Steve Garvey
hit a grand slam giving the
Dodgers a 6-5 victory and the
Reds their sixth Western Division championship in this
decade. However, McNamara's night was not as restful
as Bench's.
"I don't even know if I slept.
The phone started ringing
almost every minute," McNamara said. "Mostly friends."

photo by Albert Fuchs
BG midfielder Jim House (15) eludes a Miami defender with teammate
Tim O'Rourke (5) moving In on the play.

The hooters travel to Akron this weekend to participate In a charity
tournament with three other teams.

BG hooters to play in charity tournament
by Pat Kennedy
staff reporter

Many events are held annually
for the support of charitiestelethons,
dance-a-thons,
marathons, the list goes on.
Saturday and Sunday, Bowling
Green's soccer squad will participate in a different type of
benefit-the first Akron Soccer
Classic.
Along with Akron University,
Western Michigan University and
Ohio State, the Falcons will play
for the benefit of Akron's
Children's Hospital, according to
Dr. Robert M. Benson, event chairman and doctor at the Children's
Hospital.
"In the past, no one would sponsor (the tournament)," he said,
"but I brought the idea to the
hospital and we're excited about it.
It's good for Akron, it's good for
soccer and the people in charge
thought it was a good idea.
"CHILDREN'S Hospital has a lot
of things it sponsors. In fact, we've

received money from the World
Series of Golf and the Debutante
Bowl."
Benson said a visit from soccer
great Pele helped his idea.
"Pele came to Akron two years
ago and spent a major part of his
visit touring Children's Hospital,"
he said. "Soccer's a super sport for
kids and for conditioning."
Although Benson said weather
will be a factor affecting attendance at the Classic, the event was
planned for a "fortunate" time.
"We're fortunate there are no
other major sporting events in the
area this weekend," he said. "The
Akron (University) football team
plays at Northern Iowa and Kent
State is also out of town.
"NEXT YEAR we'd like to bring
Cleveland State along with us (to
the Classic) for an additional
crowd."
Benson said he hopes for several
thousand fans to attend. The
Classic is being held at the Lee
Jackson Field on the Akron campus and tickets may be purchased

BG baseball tryouts
draws large turnout
Purvis said that these 58 will continue to compete "head to head"
The season for a college football until early November when final
player does not begin in cuts will be made.
"IT WILL be a very interesting
September, but rather in April
year," Purvis said. "There is a lot
when spring practice begins.
And the season for a college of new faces and some strong
baseball player does not begin in freshmen will be competing for
April, but rather in September starting positions."
The reason for this possibility of
when fall tryouts are held.
This year at Bowling Green 130 a young Falcon team in 1960 is the
walk-ons and 28 returning players fact that BG lost 11 seniors to
competed for 30 to 36 spots on the graduation from its 32-18 season
last year. Falcon graduates chosen
final baseball roster last week.
in the June draft included shortstop
The 21 returnees and 30 of the
Greg Chrzanowski who was picked
walk-ons, 10 who are on grants and
by Montreal- and pitcher Gary
eight who are either transfers or
Reiter, second baseman Chuck
junior college graduates, remain as
Black and outfielder Jeff Groth, all
of Monday, according to BG Coach
drafted by Atlanta.
Don Purvis.
by Rob Bouklssen
staff reporter

at the gate.

BG will play Western Michigan
Saturday at 1 p.m. and Ohio State
at 1 p.m. Sunday.
BG Coach Gary Palmisano said
his team is "looking forward to this
weekend. It's something we like to
have on our schedule and should be
a good weekend for us.
"Akron is a strong soccer community. They have strong youth
teams and high schools, and the
community is into it.
"HOPEFULLY we can start our
own tournament next year, but I
don't know if it would be a benefit.
It's a neat way to start a tradition
and something to look forward to."
However, Palmisano said, his
team is going to Akron for the competition.

"The key for us is effective
substitution," he said. "After the
tournament, we play seven games
in 14 days. It's not that we're looking ahead, we have to be very
smart and effective in substitution."
The Classic also affords Bowling
Green a chance to scout an opponent, Palmisano said.
"I don't know too much about
Western (Michigan). The only
common opponent we have is
Evansville," he said. "Western
tied Evansville 0-0, but we didn't
play very well (in our loss) against
them. Ohio State plays after us and
that will give us a chance to look at
Akron."

McNamara, in his first
season as manager of the Reds,
did not exactly get off to a blazing start. With the season barely
three months old, the Reds found
themselves 10 games behind the
front-running Astros on July 4.
But then the Reds began to
play championship baseball.
They performed at a .628 pace,
winning 49 out of 69 games.
MANY OF those who performed well for the Reds down the
stretch drive were not even on
the roster during 1976, the Reds
last World Championship team.
In fact the Reds entire starting
pitching rotation from the 76
World Series is gone. Don Gullet,
Pat Zachry, Jack Billingham
and Gary Nolan have all left.
But their replacements have
done more than adequate. Tom
Seaver finished the season 16-6,
14-1 after June 9. Mike LaCoss,
in his first full season In the major leagues, recorded a 14-8 won-

loss mark. Frank Pastore,
recalled July 25 from Indianapolis, the Reds' AAA farm
club posted a 6-7 record and Tom
Hume finished near the top in
the National League in earned
run average with a 2.77 average
and a 10-9 record.
NOT ONLY were there new
faces on the Reds mound staff
this season but there was a new
attitude in directing them.
McNamara gave first year
pitching coach Bill Fischer
credit for their success.
"Bill Fischer has done an
outstanding job with our pitching staff," McNamara said.
One of the most talked about
subjects of the year concerning
the Reds was the loss of Pete
Rose.
"I never had the pleasure and
privilege of having Pete Rose,"
he said. "Evidently he meant a
lot to them when he was here."
EVIDENTLY he did.
Though the Reds drew over
two million fans for the seventh
consecutive year they were
about 180,000 behind last year's
attendance, a year in which the
fans flocked the stadium while
Rose was working on his
44-game hitting streak.
Ray Knight who spent two
years watching Rose from the
Reds' bench, moved into the
starting role when Rose joined
the Philadelphia Phillies as a
free agent.
Knight finished third in the NL
Batting Race, 11 points behind
Rose.
Knight said the main thing
that let the Reds catch Houston
was that the Reds overcame
numerous injuries at the outset
of the season.
"I KNOW after we got in the
fight with Houston it kind of
sparked us a bit," Knight said.
"We started playing good ball
after that.
"But the main thing was
health. We started putting eight
solid players on the field."
Knight also spoke of the
pressure he felt when he filled in
for Rose. He said that when Rose
began to talk about leaving at
the end of last season, he purchased a batting cage.
"I thought that thing was long
over," Knight said, when the
subject of Rose first came up. "I
just hoped someday I'd be an
everyday ballplayer."
The Reds proved they can be a
good club without Rose and if
they can get by Pittsburgh in the
NL playoffs another World
Series win would taste as sweet
without Rose.

Toledo Rockets no pushover for BG gridders
by Dan Firestone
sports editor

What a difference a win makes.
Just when Bowling Green's football team looked about as bad as
they possibly could in a 24-0 loss to
Central Michigan two weeks ago,
they turn 'everything around at
Western Michigan last week for a
15-3 win.
It wasn't a team of Central
Michigan's caliber that the Falcons
beat in Kalamazoo, but it was no
Eastern Michigan either.
The Falcons' next challenge this
Saturday at Doyt Perry Field will
be their backyard rival, the Toledo
Rockets, who sport a 2-0 MidAmerican Conference (MAC)
record and are 2-2 overall.
IN THIS long standing battle of
Northwest Ohio, BG leads the
series, 24-15-4, winning four
straight and six of the last seven
contests.
The fire in the Toledo offense this
season has been sparked by its 5-7
sophomore quarterback Maurice
Hall.

"He's a kid I have a lot of respect
for," BG Coach Denny Stolz said.
•He motivates their team and their
fans.
"He's going to get a lot of our attention. Once he gets going, he gets
better and better."
IT WAS Hall that rallied the
Rockets last year in Toledo to a 20-7
halftime lead, before missing the
second half with an ankle injury.
BG came back to win 45-27.
"He's been passing very good in
the games that they've won," Stolz
said. "To date, he's the biggest
quarterback threat that we've faced."
Toledo has recorded MAC wins
over Ball State and Eastern
Michigan, while, losing nonconferences games at Marshall and
at Arizona State.
"I think Toledo is improved personnel wise," Stolz said. "But I
think they are really improved in
the knowledge of the game.
"You don't see the big play
against them that you saw in the
past. BG and Toledo will have a lot
to say in determining the MAC

championship tne next lu years.
"Nothing I see in Toledo's program is anything but them getting
better."
STOLZ SAID that the best indication of improvement on BG is in the
kicking game.
"When I say 'kicking game,' I
don't mean just the kickers," be
said. "I'm ta&ing about the returns
and the kick coverage, too.
"You build a team from the bottom up and the kicking is the first
place to see it, because you use
your young kids."
Stolz praised place kicker John
Spengler, who had three field goals
last week.
"John's range In accuracy has
improved 10 yards," he said "He's
got excellent confidence now."
Spengler saved the Falcons a
couple of times against Western
when drives stalled because of
dropped passes.
"(Dan) Shetler dropped a ball,
Willie (Mathews) dropped one and
later (John) Park drops it," Stolz
■aid. "We have no business dropping those passes. We're working a
lot more on it this week."

I.

GRID NOTES: Shetler, who
returned a punt for 42 yards last
week, is the top punt returner in the
MAC.Mike Wright is second in
both total offense and passing,
behind Eastern Michigan's Scott
Davis...The biggest crowd ever at
Doyt Perry Field was the Toledo
game in 1971, which drew 26,860
fans.
Central Michigan quarterback
Gary Hogeboom and Northern Illinois linebacker Frank Lewandowski were named this week's
Mid-American Conference (MAC)
players of the week.
Hogeboom, a senior from Grand
Rapids, Mich, was named the offensive player of the week for his
performance in the Chippewas
19-18 win over Miami last Saturday.
He completed 10 of 16 passes for 164
yards and one touchdown.
Lewandowski recorded a MAC
season-high 25 tackles in the
Huskies 9-3 Joss to Long Beach
State. The Muskegon, Mich, native
need four tackles this week against
Central to reach the 500 tackle
mark"" in Uk. 1four-year career at
NIU.
VSP
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BG Mows Ravin

"So anyways, I'm walking to the Commons, thinking I
might grab a bite to eat when this beautiful blonde with
a stick pin in her ultra-tight blouse walks by. Now not
being the kind ol guy to pass up a brick house in a pullover, I kind of start walking beside her. Well, wouldn't
you know it, she turns out to be more beautiful than I
figured and the stick pin she's wearing turns out to be
wearing turns out to be a sorority pledge pin.
She says she just pledged Delta Lamda Delta. Hell, It
could have been Tappa Kegga Brew for all I know. So we
get to talking about Greeks and things and one thing
leads to another and I let it slip that I thought frats were
for losers. So wouldn't you know It, she blows me off.
I'm sitting back In my dorm and I'm thinking about
what has happened and I start having an anxiety attack.
I'm slttln' around tlppln' a few and listln' to Bird on the
stereo and I just remembered that I remembered her
name. Without wastln' any time, I dial 88 and get her
number.
Well, I almost lost my cookies when I found out she
lived in my quad. So I give her a ring, tell her I really dig
frals and ask her if I could come over and shoot the
breeze for a bit. After about 20 minutes or so of pleading
on my part, she gives in and says she's got a few
minutes.
SO, I THROW on my best straight legged levl's, an
alligator shin and a $72 blazer and pull out the old topalders. So dig it, I'm walking through the quad when
these two dudes who were dressed Just like me stop me
and wonder what I'm doing Tuesday. Thlnkln' they're
fruits or something I try to Ignore them and keep walking. Well, these guys grabbed my arm and pointed to a
sign that said "Greek Is the word."
So now It dawns on me that these two must be frat
rats looking for new pledges. I tell these dudes that I'm
on my way to see some Delta Lamda and I don't have
time to talk, when all of a sudden, like clockwork, they
say to each other, "This guy would make a great
Sigma."
Now I'm startin' to beam and the dudes sense it so
they start telling me about rushing and pledging and
teas. I tell them it sounds pretty good and I'll see them
Tuesday night and head on my way to see the goddess
with a pledge pin.

WELL I GET there and tell her about what just happened and she really starts to warm up to me. She mutters something about how fraternity men turn her on as
she's nibblln' on my ear. Well, I don't have to tell you
what happened next, but as soon as I left I ran over to
the Sigma house and pledged.
Friday rolls around and me and some of my pledge
brothers check out happy hours for some pre-tea
primin'. It's now about 8:30 p.m., and we're all over at
the Sigma house gettln' psyched for the tea when about
80 or so chicks, all with blonde hair and straight teeth
and Calvin Klein jeans come through the doors. So I
start gettln' excited and I sense that these chicks just
love to party. So I notice everyone's getting wild and I
also notice that only about two of them were smoking
when they came In, but once they all had a few beers,
they pulled out the smokes.
Now you know me, I don't dig chicks that smoke so I
start gettln bummed out. Just then one of the brothers
comes over to me 'cause he notices I'm startin' to get
bummed, and I start perkin' up.
BUT WHAT do you think happens? Well he grabs me
by the collar, steppin' on my topsiders and shoves me
up against the wall. I start wonderin' what the hell, when
he catches me with a great left.
So here I am bleedln' and stuff and this guy's bltchln'
me out because I was trying to move in on this chick he
was lavaliered to. I try to explain that I don't know what
lavalier was but I sense I don't belong.
So now I'm slttln in my dorm room when the phone
rings, and It's the Sigma president trying to explain that
these kind of things always happen at teas and we're all
brothers and I shouldn't be scared to come around and
would I still like to pledge?
So here I am sitting with a swollen mouth and a gold
plated pledge pin when I start thinkin about the Delta
Lamda I met yesterday. So I give her a ring and tell her
about everything and wouldn't you know it she hangs
up. So now I'm really bummln' out and ready to quit college when some guy from down the hall drops In and offers me a brewsky. So we get to talkin' and I find out
that just about the same thing happened to him, only
with another frat. So we get to talkin' and drinkin' and,
well, we passed out, but I never had such a great time
passln' out and gettln' messed up all my freshmen year.
Gary Benz la a BQ Newi staff writer and a fraternity
member.
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Rocfc to the '70s

Progressive rock era
short but sweet
by Marc Hugunln
Mcond In a series

Most musical styles seem to experience similar patterns of development. They begin as spontaneous expressions of the untutored folk, but sooner or later their
most distinctive characteristics are assimilated Into the
popular idioms prevailing among the heterogeneous
masses. Finally, elements of the styles are formulated
by learned musicians who use their color and clamor in
serious compositions.
Jazz, for example, emerged around the turn of this
century on the streets of New Orleans, became a nationwide craze during the Jazz Age of the 1920s and
ultimately served as creative fodder for serious composers like George Gershwin and Duke Ellington.
ROCK WAS created and nurtured In the black and
youth subcultures of the 1950s, and became the mass
music of the emerging post-industrial age under the
creative leadership of the Beatles in the 1960s. By 1971,
as a result of the Beatles' genius and the experiments
of Led Zeppelin, the Who, Pink Floyd, Jethro Tull and
other (mostly) British progressives, rock seemed ready
to bloom Into a bona fide, serious musical form.
"Led Zeppelin 4," the progressive masterpiece of
1971, was, ironically, a fairly safe, commercial pop rock
album that only Integrated the various experiments of
the first two recordings of Jimmy Page and company.
"Stairway to Heaven" brings together state-of-the-art
production, Page's awsome mastery of both the technique and the technology of the electric guitar, and a
delicate sense of pacing and structure in one of the
most powerful rock songs ever recorded.
"ROCK AND ROLL," "The Battle of Evermore" and
"When the Levee Breaks" pay eloquent homage to
rock's many roots-rhythm and blues, folk and country
blues, and others. In "Led Zeppelin 4" as never before or
since, the various sounds, styles and techniques of rock
are unified by the consistent musical vision of Page,
Plant, Jones and Bonham-Led Zeppelin.
Another 1971 creation is, incredibly, perhaps rock's
second greatest album. "Who's Next" was not as startl-

Ingly original a recording in 1971 as "Tommy" was in
1969, but it remains a more Inclusive and a better integrated statement of the progressive ethos than the
Who's celebrated rock opera.
Peter Townshend's ARP synthesizer, not his many
guitars, takes center stage on "Baba O'Riley" and
"Won't Get Fooled Again," and his Innovative rhythm effects make them the album's most exciting tunes. Even
more than Keith Emerson and Rick Wakeman, who have
used the synthesizer largely as a glorified organ,
Townshend created on "Who's Next" an Idiomatic rock
synthesizer style that transcends most earlier work on
this new musical tool.
"BABA O'RILEY" also features the whirlwind fiddle
coda of Dave Arbus, who adds the excitement of a country hoedown to this marvelous tune. "Won't Get Fooled
Again" makes a revolutionary, or more accurately, a
reactionary declaration of independence from rock's
radical political ties, thus foreshadowing another important trend of the 1970s.
Like Led Zeppelin and the Who, Pink Floyd and Jethro
Tull made their best music in 1971. Floyd's "Meddle,"
an alternately sentimental and spooky synthesized exploration of outer-or is it lnner?-space, occupies the
entire second side of "Meddle." It remains the most eloquent of the many epic-length art-rock creations of the
period.
Tull finally hit the big time In 1971 with "Aqualung,"
the side-long tale of a drunken Englishman bearing an
uncanny resemblance In the album cover art and in his
personality to Tull's singer-songwriter-flutist-godfather,
Ian Anderson.
"AQUALUNG" ISNT as ambitious an art-rock project
as Tull's 1972 release, "Thick As A Brick." But Its variety
of sounds, its lyrical continuity and Anderson's
deliberate role playing make it a good representative of
the progressive impulse.
Keith Emerson, Greg Lake and Carl Palmer became
overnight successes on the strength of their first recording, "Emerson Lake and Palmer." It was Immediately
apparent that Emerson was rock's greatest keyboard
technician, but also that his composing skills were
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Pete Townshend of the Who strangles a chord from
his guitar
rudimentary at best. And that has remained the ELP
story-they're an awesome but erratic collection of virtuosos.
Also new on the progressive rock scene in 1971 was
Yes, whose "The Yes Album" foreshadowed the
greatness of "Close to the Edge" and "Tales of
Topographic Oceans" even though keyboard wizard
Wakeman had not yet joined the band.
Progressive rock failed, in short, to fulfill the promises of 1971. Although Floyd, Tull and Yes went on to
create several more genre classics, art-rock didn't bring
on the new millennium.
But the progressives dominated rock in the second
year of the decade. And more importantly, they made
classical melodies, complex formal structures and
keyboard instruments as much a part of rock as the
twelve-bar blues and the electric guitar.
NEXT: "The day the music died."
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Laughing and crying is formula
that makes' Lou Grant' news
by Ronald Rock

stress of keeping his homosexuality bottled up inside
himself, and his fear of losing his job.

If "The Mary Tyler Moore Show,'' "All in the Family,"
and "M'A'S'H" were probed for their successful
elements, it would be found that all three programs
share that rare ability to make their audiences laugh
and cry at the same time.
This ability came about because of their producers'
intuition that serious issues can only be made
palatable if they are conveyed with humor.
Mary Poppins phrased the relationship between
humor and social problems nicely with her "a spoonful
of sugar makes the medicine go down."
For two seasons "Lou Grant" maintained that proper
mix of humor and serious social issues, tackling such
problems as wifebeating, journalistic ethics and
leenage pregnancy. At the same time its characters
mouthed one-liners so sick that Marat Sade would be
embarrassed to deliver them.

THE SHOW maintained a dynamic storyline with a
successful parallel between the police establishment's
attempts to keep a lid on a gay murder, and the young
cop's identity crisis
The writers and producers of "Lou Grant" apparently
forgot, however, that their program's forte has been to
complement the social comment with sick humor. The
only attempt at humor was Lou's obligatory badgering
of Rossi, and after watching two seasons of Lou
chewing out Rossi, the usual "I'll kill you, Rossi"
seems tame.
Some might ask, isn't social comment alone
enough? But after seeing programs such as "Lifeline"
and "The Paper Chase" dropped from the schedule, the
answer has to be no.

WITHIN THE context of "Lou Grant," however, such
humor seemed funny and even proper. What other
television program could have gotten away with a main
character. Donovan, the assistant city editor, replying
to the question, why did the police remote a wifebeater from the presence of his wife, with "To get his
second wind?"
It was in anticipation of such sick humor and
pressing social problems that I watched the first two
"Lou Grant" episodes of the season. And while the
prognosis is not as sick but just as pressing, the
gallows humor may yet be on its way
The premiere "Lou Grant" show was an exercise in
didacticism totally unrelieved by the program's usual
repartee.
After a man was killed by his gay lover, Tribune
reporter Joe Rossi followed the police as they searched
for the killer. The rest of the Tribune city room staff
commiserated with a young cop torn between the

A GAY murder and a cop worried about publicly
revealing his homosexuality are nothing to laugh
about, which is precisely why we should laugh and cry.
With the "Lou Grant" show there is no in-between.
The emotional responses to the show are so intertwined
thai without laughter, there can be no tears.
THE SECOND episode of "Lou Grant" dealt with the
journalistic dilemma of reporting on a public figure's
spouse, and where the line between public and private
life is drawn. As in the premiere, the parallel worked
well between the two plots-the antics of the alcoholic
husband of a county commissioner and an expose of
the private lives of the Tribune's city room staff. The
sympathy held for the city room staff in their pursuit of
the truth evaporated simultaneously with Lou Grant
and Charlie Hume's realization that they-though wellmeaning-were hypocrites nevertheless.
Where the premiere episode failed, this one succeded. The humor resulting from the city room staff's

WE'VE GOT
WHAT YOU'RE
LOOKING FORA NEW BAR AT THE

WTOL TV photo

Edward Asner (right) asks Richard Brestoff to listen
In on a phone conversation In "Lou Grant."
hypocrisy was exploited as fully as possible.
Donovan's insistance that no woman would use him as
they might use Lou or Rossi was particularly carried
through. And while the first episode failed to induce
tears because of its lack of counterparting laughter,
this episode combined the two elements skillfully.
For the past two years, Monday has been my night of
tears and laughter, and the third season of "Lou Grant"
appears capable of continuing that habit.
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Cla-Zel
By Jeff Diver
The silent film era Is long gone.
"Talkies" have surpassed the great
silent films of the 1920's, which
were accompanied by an organist
• playing a turn-of-the-century
melody.
The Cla-Zel Theatre, 129 Main St.,
has seen 53 years of change. If the
marquee could only speak, it might
tell of the simpler time when a double feature movie was just a quarter,
and Gloria Swanson, Buster Keaton
and Mary Plckford filled the screen.
"It was a very popular place and
had very good shows," Minniebelle
Conley said about the Cla-Zel. She
said she went to the theatre as a
teenager growing up In Bowling
Green. "It was beautiful theatre and
the largest one here."
Conley, 80, of 403 Wooster
St..said she recalls going to the
theatre on Friday nights and buying
popcorn and peanuts.
SHE SAID A total of four theatres
in Bowling Green made It a very
lucky city in the 20s and 30s.
"There weren't too many other
things In the way of entertainment
In town," she said.
Replacing three of the cinemas
that have since vanished are the
Stadium View Paza Cinemas. But
the Cla-Zel has remained.
Opening In April of 1926, the
theatre was named aftger Its
owners Clark and Hazel Young, the
"Cla" from Clark and the "Zel" from
.Hazel, aaccording to Wood County

Silver screen mirrors
half-century of change

historical Museum records. Young
was proprietor of the Del-Mar and
Lyric Theatres, other Bowling Green
theatres.
RECORDS INDICATE the building
was 44 feet by 200 feet and two
stories high to provide a 25 foot high
celling. It seated 800 people and
cost $100,000. The entrance to the theatre
resembles that of a penny arcade in
1930 - distinguished, outstanding
and classy. But that classiness is of
another age. The sculptured gray
walls have an inviting nature to
them, and the billboards display the
upcoming feature attraction -- Humphrey Bogart in "Casablanca"? Not
quite. That movie can be found on
television's late shows. The current
billing is the Walt Disney production
"Unidentified Flying Oddball."
Young installed a Marr and Colton organ which accompanied the
first movie shown in the theatre,
"Irene." In 1927, the theatre was the
site of a performance by the famous
magician, Glackstone.
BUT IN 1929, the theatre probably
underwent its biggest change when
It switched from silent movies to
"talkies." The CLa-Zel Theatre
presented the first talking motion
picture in Bowling Green "Broadcast Melody."
After 26 years of managing play
houses In Bowling Green, Young
retired from local theatre operation
In 1941. In the years to follow the
Cla-Zel had numerous managers

and in 1960, Jack A. Armstrong purchased the Cla-Zel from Young.
THE OWNERSHIP of the Cla Zel
is still in the Armstrong family, according to Ken M. Kritzar, city
theatre manager of the Armstrong
Circuit Inc. He said the circuit now
owns 21 theatres throughout Ohio
and does booking of movies for 10
other theatres. The Stadium View
Plaza Cinemas are owned by the circuit.
Now movies at the Cla-Zel cost $3
for adults and $1 for children. But
the theatre does offer discounts.
"It's about every other day we are
offering discounts," Kritzar said. Up
until about two years ago, all second and third run movies were $1,
but then It was decided to show first
run movies, Kritzar said.
The "Exorcist," starring Linda
Blair, Is one of the major flicks the
Cla-Zel has shown In the past. A far
cry from the comedy of Keaton.
"Fraternity Row," a movie the
Armstrong Circuit obtained for a
special showing last year, has not
been released yet, Kritzar said. The
circuit was proud of the exclusive.
"Most major releases are at
Christmas time, but that doesn't
concern the University students
because of Christmas break," he
said. "We have such a wide variety
of audiences in Bowling Green."
If you sit in the Cla-Zel and ponder
on the old movies the organ can still
be heard playing In the background
as the words, "Ladies Please
Remove Your Hats," fill the screen.

photo by Scott Keeler

The appearance of the Cla-Zel has changed slightly
over the year*, (tap) but one thing has remained In
the theatre: lota ol hot buttered popcorn
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Beatty in unearthly enjoyable film
by K.vln Sattlaga

zealous guardian angel, played by Buck Farnsworth's private secretary (Charles
Henry (who also co-directed the Grodin), have just drugged Farnsworth,
Dubbed as a romantic fantasy, screenplay).
leaving him upstairs to die. His reap'Heaven Can Wait" delivers (or the
pearance shocks his wife and secretary
:rossed-lovers tilm fan. This weekend
PROBLEMS ARISE at the Way Station and sends them plotting other means to
JAO is showing the Warren Beatty re- while boarding the flight to heaven when his end.
nake of the 1941 "Here Comes Mr. Jor- James Mason, as Mr. Jordan, checks
As Leo Farnsworth on the outside, Joe
ian."
Joe's claim that his time isn't up yet. Joe sets out to regain his football career, take
Beatty, who co-directed, produced and is right, but Mr. Jordan has difficulties fin- the Rams to the Super Bowl and help Bet:o-wrote the screenplay, stars In "Heaven ding a new body for Joe to return to earth ty Logan.
Jan Walt," which affirms whose creative
if forts are behind this 1978 Paramount
elease. This film is somewhat of a
runaround after his last project,
Shampoo", in which Beatty spends most
>f his time doing women's hair and makng love to them.
In. Joe considers becoming Leo FarnJOE'S PLANS are interrupted when Mr.
Jordan finds a person for Joe to perIn "Heaven Can Walt" the romance Is sworth, a rich executive.
Enter Julie Christie as Betty Logan, manently replace. Circumstances force
luilt through long looks, amiable friendship and one climactic kiss, all In the who is protesting a Farnsworth project to Joe to leave Farnsworth's body and lose
build a refinery. She wants changes and Betty, but end up on the Ram's team In
ealm of realism.
Yet fantasy takes over when Beatty, as demands to speak to Farnsworth. Joe the middle of the Super Bowl.
"Heaven Can Walt" was nominated for
oe Pendleton, quarterback of the Super feels compeled to help Betty and takes
lowl bound Los Angeles Rams, is sum- Farnsworth's place. Farnsworth's wife, four Academy Awards last year and won
noned to heaven prematurely by his over Julia (Dyan Cannon), and Tony Abbot, recognition for Art Direction and Set

It leaves you with a good feeling;
proof that romanticism is alive and well

Decoration. Beatty's performance is convincing and he does all his own football
stunts. Christie Is beautiful and she adds
class with her slight English accent. Beatty Is a definite draw for the female audience and Christie Is a talented pick for
any connoisseur of fine actresses.
Dyan Cannon and Charles Grodin play
well opposite each other and turn In two
of the best performances of the film. Cannon's ' vng tongue Is the right touch for
the coi luJic capers of Julia Farnsworth
and her lover cohort.
THE SCREENPLAY, co-written by Beatty and Elaine May, Is clean and sweet, offending no one. The humor succeeds
through its delivery and character treatment: Joe Pendleton, wrongly chosen to
go to heaven, is reproached by his guardian angel for not being a good sport.
"Heaven Can Wait" is a love-at-flrstsight kind of story, and for that reason a
fantasy. It leaves you with a good feeling;
proof that romanticism Is alive and well.

Ill Sty 16 I Johansen's album is talented mixture
by Dan Kana
"In Style," the second album from David Johansen,
lould come as a pleasant surprise to his legion of fans
id is certain to win him a wider audience than ever
ifore.
For those of you who can't place his name, David
>hansen first gained attention as lead singer for the
sw York Dolls, an outrageous glitter band who more or
ss invented punk rock in the early '70s. Last year,
jhansen re-emerged with a critically-acclaimed solo
tbut that gained rave reviews and heavy airplay on the
rength of "Funky But Chic" and "Frenchette" (I've
>en to France, so let's lust dance").

* A Fashion Junior
Sportswear Store
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Junior Petites And Tho
Regular Junior Sizes

• FASHION MERCHANDISE
• NAME BRANDS

• WHERE OUR PRICES
DON'T WEAR OUT
YOUR POCKET
Enjoy our vast selection ol merchandise

FREE ALTERATIONS

ZERO'S & UP MEANS
FASHION AND FIT.
Open: Mon-Frl., 11-9, Sat., 12:30-7,
Sun 12:30- 5:30
4450 Heatherdowns Blvd. Phone 3112-0134
'[Only 5 min. from Southwyck]
Across from Masonic Auditorium

On the new album, Johansen has expanded
stylistically to mix touches of Motown, reggae, jazz and
even disco in addition to his trademark punk attack. A
daring move to be sure, but Johansen's unquestionable
talents as both performer and writer shine on every
track.
With the help of co-producer Mick Ronson, Johansen
has come up with a sound that Is more commercial than
that on his first outing but no less intense. His husky,
plaintive vocals are clearly the focus here, but the arrangements are more fully fleshed out than before. The
album sounds dense and driven, with up to eight musicians playing on any given cut.
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"IN STYLE" kicks oil with the Motown-styled
"Melody," a song that sounds like it could have been a
Four Tops hit, with an appropriate Levi Stubbs vocal
and a touch of strings. Next Is "She," a frenzied rocker
in the Dolls vein which is superb. A driving beat, layers
of scorching guitar and an ending that leaves you wanting for more makes "She" one of Johansen's finest
numbers ever.
Side one's remaining three songs represent an unexpected departure for Johansen. "Big City" is a jazzy,
saxophone-inflected song that sounds very relaxed and
calm-almost a chaser to the relentless "She." In "She
Knew She Was Falling in Love" Johansen dabbles in
reggae, and "Swahe to Woman" is his attempt at a
disco extravaganza (I can almost see his New Wave
contingent recoil in horror). He pulls both tunes off quite
well, and while his reggae may sound a little antiseptic,
and his disco a bit lame, credit should be given him for
trying new styles of material.
Side two is a joy from start to finish with nary a dull
moment. "Justine" represents another departure for
Johansen-an emotion-charged acoustic ballad. The title cut, "In Style," is constructed much like
"Frenchette" with a slow Introduction building Into
power chords and a soaring vocal. The lyrics on this
song are particularly good, and It is very easy to dance
to another wild rocker in the traditional Johansen spirit.
"You Touched Me Too" is solidly commercial, with a
memorable melody nice harmonies and some very competent harmonica work by Johansen.
AS THE ALBUM draws to a close on side two, one
finds that Johansen has two aces remaining up his
sleeve., "Reckless Crazy" contains an Incredible
amount of energy, and the title Is an accurate description of how It sounds. This number has It all: blistering
guitars, a terrifically fast tempo and a bridge In which
Johansen unleashes some of the most uninhibited
screams ever recorded. "Flamingo Road" is the finale, a
set piece that might seem almost melodramatic If It
weren't for the amazing sincerity Johansen conveys.
"In Style" Is a worthy follow-up to the first David
Johansen album, and fans of that record are urged to
get this new one right away. It represents a step forward
for Johansen, but he certainly hasn't forgotten his Dolls
roots. It also Is a good chance to pick up on a dynamic
performer who has been eluded by a stardom, but certainly not talent.
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'Python' strikes humor
nerve in 'Life of Brian '
by David M.d.llntkl
It's been tour years since "Monty
Python and the Holy Grail" has been In
the theatres and two years since
"Jaberwocke." Python fanatics, like
myself, will find that the wait has been
worthwhile.
"Life of Brlan"-whlch opened last Friday at the Showcase Cinemas In Toledois another bizarre excursion Into Irreverence, iconoclasm and occasional
bad taste. In other words, "Life of Brian"
Is 90 minutes of typical Monty Python fun.
Living in the Jerusalem of A.D. 33,
Brian, a sort of biblical Rodney Dangerfield, attempts to find his place in an insane world of false prophets, ex-lepers,
nude hermits and nose-picking Romans.
Since he detests the Roman soldiers who
occupy his homeland, Brlan-who works
afternoons at the Jerusalem Coliseum as
a snack vendor during the gladiator
fights-joins up with the Judean People's
Front.
BRIAN'S INITIATION task Is to surreptitiously paint "Roman's Go Home!" In
Latin on one of the Palace walls at night.
Unfortunately, Brian is apprehended by a
Roman soldier who recognizes serious
grammatical errors in Brian's Latin. For
punishment, Brian must write the cor-

rected version 100 times by dawn or else
suffer castration.
Brian's Involvement with the Judean
People's Front leads to his further
misadventures. While attempting to elude
a pursuit by Roman soldiers, Brian is Inexplicably whisked away by intergalactic
travelers who race through the galaxies
like teenagers in a customized hot rod.
Back on earth, and once again being
chased by the steadfast Romans, Brian
pretends to be a prophet who advocates
listening to no one but yourself. He Is Instantly hailed as the Messiah.
But Brian finds the constant
surveillance and adoration by an ignorant, superstitious mob rather annoying. He can't even have sex In privacy. His
shouts of "Go away!" and "Leave me
alone!" are Interpreted as pearls of
mystical wisdom and impenetrable
dogma. Eventually, Brian is captured and
sentenced to be crucified. And, In what
will surely become a classic of black
humor, Brian and a host of more than 100
other crucified victims are last seen singing and whistling a toe-tapping number
called "The Bright Side of Life".
Crucifixions, public stonings, false prophets and messlahs were fairly common
occurrences In A.D. 33. While "Life of
Brian" Is by no means a completely
historically accurate film, It comes a lot

Marco Bar la & Assoc photo
Terry Jones, mother ol Brian In the Monty Python film, "Life ot Brian," lines up
the next shot.
closer to the truth than previous is the warning that always preceded
Hollywood efforts that would have us Python show on PBS: "Some of
believe the Christ era was this side of following may be unsuitable for youn
paradise. Or, as Python member Michael or more sensitive viewers." Those of
Palin puts It: "I just can't believe there who are accustomed to the Pythc
wasn't a single laugh between 1 and 33 group's antics will not be dlsappoln
A.D."
and will probably even wish to see
Perhaps the best advice to give anyone film again and again until the grou
wondering whether to see "Life of Brian"' next effort is released.
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Cars convert

fight.
High Times reports that according to
rules adopted at a recent conference In
the Netherlands, women In NATO forces
are "authorized to defend themselves"
with guns and other weapons. If captured,
the NATO statement warns, women
recruits should expect no special treatment from the enemy.
Some NATO opportunities will remain
closed to women, however. The conference report emphasized the fact that
NATO's fighter-pilot force will remain an
all-male club.
-High Times

doesn't merely Include the usual civilservice pension, newly released
documents show, but may Include brain
surgery and drug-Induced amnesia as
well, says High Times magazine.
According to a 1952 interoffice memo
at the CIA's Langley, Va., headquarters,
"disposing of blown agents, exploited
defectors and defective trainees" Is a major security problem for the secrecyobsessed spy agency. "Prefrontal
lobotomy," suggested the memo, "could
be applied to individuals the agency was
no longer concerned with in the overseas
area on an experimental basis." Other
documents show that the agency at the
time had a program for developing
CIA retirements
"chemicals" that would cause amnesia.
The retirement plan for ex-CIA agents
-High Times

sign the car, and then he intends to
donate It to the Smithsonian in
Washington, where It will be enshrined
next to the Conestoga wagon and the
model-T Ford.
He also shoots a 30 second video spot
of each autograph ceremony and hopes
to have the museum exhibit arranged so
that visitors can push a button and watch
the various signings on a big video screen
mounted above the Eldorado.
-E-A News Beat

The Cars were videotaped signing a
white Cadillac Eldorado belonging to
George Vlchos of Detroit recently, all in
the Interests of posterity.
George is a member of a Motor City car
club devoted to the preservation of a dying specles-the convertible. Detroit stopped turning them out In late 1976, you
may recall, and now there are only 175,000
left In America.
Fighting NATO-etts
"Less than 5 percent of them are rustproof," George goes on to say, "which
means that In 10 years almost none will
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
be left, even for parades." George wants (NATO) has made it official: if women join
to get as many celebrities as possible to the army, they'd better be prepared to

ATTENTION- Wewelcomeyour
submissions to the "Dates"
section 01 the Revue. Please
call, bring in or mall your
"Dates" to the BG News office at
KM University Hall, 372 7003.
Deadline for all submissions is 4
p.m. on the Tuesday of that
week's Revue.
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"Beatlemania", the Broadway
smash featuring the music of
the Beatles, will be live on
stage at the Palace Theatre in
Cleveland beginning Oct. 10.
Tickets are on sale at the
Palace Box Office, 1621 Euclid
Ave , and are $11.75 and $7.75.

October 4, 1979
Admission and first drink
with Foil Validation.
(Regular Thurs. V2 price Specials)
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Take Rt 6 (24) WEST Exit Rt. 108 (turn left)
2305 N. Scott St., Napoleon, Ohio
PIMM 419-599-5791
Proper Dress Required

Blue Oyster Cult with special
guest Ritchie Blackmore's
Rainbow will be in concert on
Sunday, Oct. 7 at 7:30 p.m. at
the Cleveland Coliseum.
Tickets are $7.50 in advance,
$8.50 at the door.
Famed bluesmen B.B. King
and Bobby Bland will be perfor
ming
at
the
Masonic
Auditorium in Maumee Oct. 8
ate p.m. Tickets are$8.50 and
$10.50 and will be sold in ad
vance and at the door.

D.G.S.U.
APPRECIATION NIGHT
TONIGHT

FREE

The Kenny Rogers Show, starr
Ing Kenny Rogers, with the Oak
Ridge Boys and Dottle West
will be Saturday, Oct. 0 at S
p.m. at the Cleveland Col
Iseum. Tickets are $9 reserved.

M'afl

On Thursday, Oct 4, "What's
Up, Doc", a screwball comedy
with Barbara Streisand and
"Main Event" pal, Ryan
O'Neal will be shown in 210
Math Science Bldg. The film
will start at 8 p.m. and is free
with University ID.

Horror film, "The Legacy",
with Katharine Ross, Sam
Elliot, and Roger Daltry of The
Who, and "More American
Grafflttl" with Ron Howard
and Cindy Williams, are showing at the Stadium Cinemas I &
II. Tuesday and Thursday are
student nights; all students
$1.50 with University ID.
"Heaven Can Wait," the
Academy Award-nominated
film with Warren Beatty and
Julie Christie will be shown
Friday and Saturday night at
7:30 p.m. In the Main
Auditorium, University Hall.
The movie is $1 with University
ID.

Seven of the most popular, cur
rent movies are playing at the
Southwyck 6 Cinemas In the
Southwyck Shopping Center In
Maumee:
"The Muppet
Movie" (7:30 p.m.); "Rocky
II" (8:15 p.m.);
"More
American Grallfti" (8:15
p.m.); "The Concorde Airport
*79" (8:15 p.m.); "The Main
Event"
(8:15
p.m.);
"Moonraker" (8:15 p.m.), and
"Meatballs" (8:30 p.m.). All
times given are nightly showing times.
Two Walt Disney classics,
"Unidentified Flying Oddball"
and "The Jungle Book" are
showing at the Cle Zel theater
on Main Street. The "Oddball"
starts at 8 p.m. and Is followed
by "The Jungle Book" at 9:30
p.m.
The Showcase Cinemas at the
Westgafe Shopping Center In
Toledo has a lineup of some
brand new cinema siulers:
"North Dallas Forty," the
critically acclaimed movie
about the trial and tribulations
of football players, starring
Nick None and Mac Davis;
"Love and Bullets." Charles
Bronson's new tough guy epic,
also starring Mrs. Bronson, Jill
Ireland; "The Legacy," a
horror thriller with Katharine
Ross, Sam Elliot and Roger
Daltry of The Who; and the
"Life of Brian," the outrageous
and controversial Biblical
spoof conceived, written and
performed by popular British
funnymen Monty Python's Flying Circus.

UAO is sponsoring a print sale
in the Side Door of the Union to
day through Friday, Oct. 5.
Reproductions of Van Gogh,
Matisse and Picasso are on sale
for low prices from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
The Student Recreation Center
will be hosting its first
"All-Nlghter" of the year Friday night beginning at 7 p.m.
"Autumn After Hours" is the
name of this quarterly event. It
will feature all kinds of predic
table and unpredictable sports,
a live band, movies and fust a
place to be before or after a
night uptown.
From today through Oct. 14
David Hockney's "Travel with
pen, pencil and Ink" art display
will be at Toledo Museum of
Art.

